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• Delay
Union project
to be redesigned
By Brad Morin
Maine Campus staff
The expansion and renova-
tion of the Memorial Union is
going back to the drawing board,
and construction will not start
before next fall.
The interior of the union will be
significantly redesigned, moving
the Bookstore into the area of new
construction, and moving student
organizations onto the first floor.
The project was put to bid in
February and the three contractors
who bid on it asked for more money
than the university expected to pay.
The lowest of the bids came
from Granger Northern Inc., the
same company that built the foot-
ball stadium and expanded
Alfond Arena. It was approxi-
mately $1.8 million more than the
estimated cost of $6.8 million.
So the architects, Maine firms
Harriman Associates and Orcutt
Associates, tried to make cost-
cutting measures. But the con-
tractor only offered to cut the
cost by one-third of what the
architects wanted, said Bill
Charland, project manager at
Facilities Management.
"We were disappointed that
we didn't get as much as we
wanted," Charland said.
The decision was made to
redesign and send the project out
to bid again.
"Anytime we make very sig-
nificant changes to the design, we
have to re-bid the project," said
See UNION on page 7
• Admissions
Enrollment increases
By Stanley Dankoski
Maine Campus staff
Enrollment of incoming first-
year students has increased from
a year ago, said the university's
dean of enrollment management.
"We're only four months
away," said Dean John Beacon.
"We won't know the most
accurate numbers until the end
of August."
As of April 29, the University
of Maine received 4,343 applica-
tions from high school seniors,
260 more than last year at this
time, a 6 percent increase,
President Peter Hoff. (file photo.)
Beacon said.
The university received 983
confirmations — which means
they have already paid their
down deposits — 114 more than
last year, a 14 percent increase,
he said.
Traditionally, May 1 seems to
be a focal point in New England,
Beacon said. Most students seem to
make up their minds by that date.
"But we will continue to
accept student applications
through the summer," he said.
"Looking at my crystal ball, I
See ENROLLMENT on page 6
• Maine Day
Glorijane Tootil and Linda Christensen take a leap into the icy water of the Stillwater River after a
muddy game of Oozeball on Maine Day Wenesday. (Caleb Raynor photo.) 
UM students clean up their act
By Misty Edgecomb
Maine Campus staff
For the first Maine Day in
recent memory, the university pep
band didn't parade by residence
halls, jolting bleary-eyed students
up and out of bed to spruce up the
campus in exchange for a day off
from classes.
"The band didn't come
through this year, but one of the
RAs came around banging pots
and pans to wake everybody up,"
said Alyssa Caldwell, a sopho-
more nursing major who raked
around Androscoggin Hall.
"They came up bouncing bas-
ketballs off the doors and ringing
the fire alarm. It was awful —
8:30 in the morning," said
Michelle Mason, a first-year art
history major. Mason designed
and supervised the mural Oxford
Hall has displayed in honor of
Maine Day.
The decades-old tradition of
spring cleaning the University of
Maine campus is a massive volun-
teer effort on the last Wednesday
of the spring semester. But over
the years, it has garnered less and
less student and faculty support.
But the faithful few always turn
out to take up last fall's dry leaves
exhumed from under the snow-
drifts and cigarette butts from last
weekend's Bumstock festivities.
"I would have felt bad if I
didn't do something," said Rob
Pontau, smirking at his friends
who admitted sleeping in lieu of
cleaning. The first-year civil
engineering major volunteered
by hosing down the front of
Androscoggin Hall.
Projects sponsored by resi-
dence halls, student organiza-
tions and academic departments
recruited students to donate a few
hours' labor before heading out
to enjoy the spring weather. But
for each of the hundreds of stu-
dents who participate, countless
others spent the day off in study
or relaxation.
"You're always going to have
your lazy people who jut want
to sleep all day," said Lance
Tlumac, a sophomore computer
science major. He worked on the
area around the Tau Kappa
Epsilon house and the Alfond
Arena with about 20 members of
his fraternity before they headed
out to roam the campus with
squirt guns.
Not all students were just
evading the rake and shovel,
however. Publicity for this year's
hastily planned Maine Day was
slim, according to members of
the Student Alumni Association
who worked distributing tools.
"It was a good turnout
considering they threw it
together last week," said Kate
See MAINE on page 8
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• Royal family
British commission urges
media to restrict coverage
LONDON (AP) — Britain's press watchdog
1 urged newspapers today to continue theirrest rained coverage of the sons of the late Princess
Diana — but advised Buckingham Palace to make
them more visible to an adoring public.
"The palace should continue to recognize that there
is a genuine public interest in the dissemination of a rea-
sonable amount of information about the princes — and
not just in rare, individual stories," the Press Complaints
Commission said in new guidelines on reporting about
Prince William, 16, and Prince Harry, 14.
"They will need to try and offer real stories of inter-
est about the princes as well as photo opportunities."
The Press Complaints Commission issued its first
guidelines about the young princes in August 1995,
shortly before William started at the prestigious Eton
College, where he was later joined by his brother.
Encouraged by the palace and the boys' father,
Prince Charles, many newspapers all but closed down
their coverage of the boys after their mother died in a car
crash in Paris in August 1997.
• Declaration
Palestinian leaders vote
to delay statehood plan
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP) — Defusing
4 a potentially explosive issue, the Palestinianleadership voted overwhelmingly today to
delay a declaration of statehood until after
Israel's May 17 election.
The vote came on the third day of debate by the
PLO's Central Council on whether to declare state-
hood May 4 — the date the Palestinians say marks the
end of the five-year autonomy period.
The United States had urged Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat to put off the declaration, fearing it would
prompt countermeasures by Israel's hard-line prime
minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, and kill the ailing peace
process. Netanyahu has made Arafat's initial pledge to
declare statehood on May 4 a campaign issue.
The decision approved today declares the current
session of the Central Council open-ended and convenes
another general meeting of all 124 members in June.
"We decided to give ourselves an open-ended ses-
sion because we don't want to let any decision serve
Netanyahu and the Israeli groups that are fighting
peace," said Abdallah Fran2i, the PLO's representa-
tive in Germany and a FCC member.
• Kosovo
Russia pushes for peace
plan, missiles off-target
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) — Russia
2 pushed a peace plan for Yugoslavia on Thursdayas a chagrined NATO sought to explain how
another of its missiles went astray, damaging a
house near the capital of Western ally Bulgaria.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson arrived in Belgrade on a
mission to win freedom for three U.S. POWs held by
Yugoslavia. He was expected to meet Yugoslav Foreign
Minister Zivadin Jovanovic and the head of the Serbian
Orthodox Church, Patriarch Pavle, on Friday.
NATO, meanwhile, continued its air. assault on
Yugoslavia, targeting communication and transporta-
tion links. Yugoslavia's official Tanjug news agency
said five missiles struck before dawn Friday near the
airport in Pristina, Kosovo's capital.
Heavy explosions and intense anti-aircraft fire
were reported Thursday afternoon near an oil refinery
northwest of Belgrade.
Serbian television went off the air Thursday night
moments after a strong explosion, the private Beta
news agency said.
• High-tech crime
Taiwanese officials identify
CIH computer virus author
TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) — A former computer
5 engineering student was identified Thursday asthe author of the Chernobyl virus that caused
hundreds of thousands of computer meltdowns
around the world.
The Tatung Institute of Technology said it pun-
ished Chen Ing-hau in April 1998 when the virus he
wrote began to damage an inter-college data sys-
tem, said Lee Chee-chen, the institute's dean of stu-
dent affairs.
Chen, then a senior, was given a demerit but not
expelled.
The college did not impose a more severe punish-
ment because Chen warned fellow students not to
spread the virus, Lee said.
Lee said he was not sure how the virus ended up
causing so much destruction a year later.
The Chernobyl virus is known in Taiwan as the CIH,
after Chen's initials.
Chen graduated last summer and is serving Taiwan's
two-year compulsory military service, Lee said.
Officials of the Bureau of Criminal Investigation
said they would seek permission to question Chen.
• Strengthening ties
Yeltsin, Mandela sign
economic declaration
MOSCOW (AP) — Boris Yeltsin and Nelson3
 
Mandela signed a declaration Thursday pledging
to boost economic ties in areas such as gold and
diamond production and to improve political
contacts between Russia and South Africa.
"The declaration we signed opens a new stage in
cooperation between Russia and South Africa,"
Yeltsin said after the talks.
Mandela said it was especially important to
develop closer economic links because the two
nations control a huge share of the world's gold and
diamond production.
Mandela, in Moscow until Friday, was accompa-
nied by Foreign Minister Alfred Nzo and South
African business leaders — among them representa-
tives of the De Beers diamond cartel.
De Beers has been in talks with its Russian part-
ners for several months to develop new diamond
deposits near the Arctic Ocean port of Arkhangelsk.
In a statement after the talks, Mandela thanked
Russia for supporting the anti-apartheid effort.
• Violence
14-year-old boy charged in
Canadian school shooting
TABER, Alberta (AP) — A 14-year-old boy
6 was charged Thursday with first-degree murderand attempted murder in a shooting at a
Canadian high school that left one student dead
and another seriously wounded.
The suspect is accused of firing four shots
Wednesday from a .22-caliber rifle at W.R. Myers
High School, police said. The teen, who was not iden-
tified because he is a juvenile, was to appear in juve-
nile court Thursday.
The shooting came eight days after two students,
wearing black trench coats and belonging to a group
that called itself the "Trenchcoat Mafia," fatally shot
12 students and one teacher before killing themselves
at a high school in Littleton, Colo.
Police refused to say Thursday whether they
believed Wednesday's shooting was influenced by
events in Colorado.
Although some students initially told reporters
the shooter was wearing a trench coat, others said he
was wearing the same knee-length winter parka he
always wore. Police later confirmed he was wearing
a knee-length parka.
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• Voter turnout
GSS to lengthen student government elections
By Stanley Dankoski
Maine Campus staff
Next year's Student Government elec-
tions will occur over two days to allow for
better turnout, as made possible by a reso-
lution passed Tuesday night by the
General Student Senate.
"Turnout has been poor the past cou-
ple of years," said Sen. Jerry Graffam,
who sponsored the resolution. "It was
better this year, granted, but we would
like more."
This year's election results showed
voter turnout to be a little more than
900 voters.
Sen. Joshua Gray asked Graffam if he
had any evidence proving a two-day elec-
tion would work.
"I haven't seen any," Graffam said.
"But we have heard concerns from peo-
ple who said they couldn't vote on a spe-
cific date."
Sen. James Ezhaya said he went to
Colby College recently and talked with
their the Student Government president,
who told him they have online elections.
"I agree with it, but it doesn't really
Sen. Jerry Graffam. (Jason Conniff photo.) 
apply to this," Graffam said. "But it's
worth investigating."
In other business, the salary for the
vice president of student entertainment
was given a one-time $500 increase to
The Maine Campus 
Advertising Department
is looking for:
Assistant Advertising Manager 
'Assist the Ad Manager with production of ads,
sell ads, create ads
Ads/Production
• Experience in QuarkXpress and/or PageMaker a plus
for creation of ads.
• Creative and able to communicate with other depart-
ments. Also able to work on deadlines.
Other positions available
-SALES PEOPLE 
Make your own hours
Work on commission
Must have transportation
'RECEPTIONIST 
Macintosh experience a plus.
Answer Customer Calls
Hourly Wage
Must be able to communicate effectively with others.
All of these positions are non work-study paid
positions. Stop by the 4th of Chadbourne Hall
to pick up an application or call 581-1273.
The Maine Campus is an equal opportunity employer.
pay for work on a concert planned for the
third week of next semester.
• Student senate also passed a resolu-
tion to give $8,000 to the student enter-
tainment office to pay for additional
"Turnout has been
poor the past couple
of years.. It was Defter
this year, granted, out
we would like more.//
-Sen. Jerry Graffam
expenses for Bumstock. The money
would specifically pay for the extra festi-
val security, which was not on the
Bumstock budget.
• As they were attending their last meet-
ing, graduating senators received a chance
to briefly take control of the meeting.
Those graduating included Sens.
Jason Libby, Scott Morelli, Sara
Barron, James Ezhaya, Ward Libby,
Peter Paine, Robert Murphy and Kendra
Asselin.
Sens. Lyn McLaughlin, Attila Delisle,
Chris Barstow and Lea Patnode will be
resigning.
Morelli, the GSS president before
Kelleher, told a brief history of his life as
a senator and president.
"I want to thank you all for making it
worthwhile," he said. "I don't know if I'll
ever have this experience again. I don't
know if I'd ever want to."
Barstow arrived late and announced he
would be resigning as senator and Off
Campus Board president, effective July 1.
Graffam will be interim OCB president
until next year's elections and Elisa
Doucette will be vice president.
The next GSS meeting will be held
at 6 p.m., Tuesday, Sept. 14, at the
Damn Yankee.
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A sexual assault was reported some-
time during Bumstock Weekend. The
suspect has been identified and Public
Safety said he doesn't present a danger to
the university community. Public Safety
is currently awaiting test results from the
state crime laboratory.
Friday, April 23
5 p.m. — Russel Sprague, 21, was
summoned for possession of marijuana
when Security Guards found it on him at
the Bumstock gate.
6 p.m. — Michael Arnold, 21, was
summoned for possession of marijuana
when security guards found it on him at
the Bumstock gate.
8 p.m. —Tyler Jarret, 21, was arrested
on charges of operating under the influ-
ence and refusal to submit to arrest or
detention after he refused to pull his car
over on Grove Street. Once he was
pulled over near York Hall, Jarret said he
thought he was being pulled over for a
hit-and-run personal injury accident he
had just been involved with, but he had
really been pulled over for erratic driv-
ing. Jarret was summoned for leaving the
scene of an accident.
9:33 p.m. — Michael Clark, 19, of Bar
Hills was summoned for possession of
alcohol by a minor when an officer saw him
drinking in the Somerset Hall parking lot.
10:11 p.m. — Three men were sum-
Police Log
moned when an officer pulled a car over
in the Stewart parking lot. Jeremy
Collins, 18, of Bangor was summoned
for possession of alcohol and possession
of drug paraphernalia; Anthony Barnes,
18, of Bangor was summoned for posses-
sion of drug paraphernalia and posses-
sion of scheduled z drugs, which are pre-
scription drugs; and Michael Merrill, 18,
of Lewiston was summoned for posses-
sion of marijuana.
10:17 p.m. — Joel Swain, 22, was
arrested on charges of criminal trespass
after he was warned three times to stop
acting disorderly in the Gannett Hall
lobby and refused to do so.
10:40 p.m. — Jesse Langlais, 20, of
Old Town was arrested on charges of
criminal trespass when he refused to
leave his backpack at the Bumstock gate
and became belligerent toward officers.
10:50 p.m. — Jason Dammerz, 21, of
Edgecomb was arrested on charges of disor-
derly conduct after he caused a disturbance
in York Hall and refused to calm down.
Saturday, April 24
4:45 a.m. — John Wilcox, 27, of Bangor
was summoned for possession of drug
paraphernalia when officers found him in
the woods behind the Bumstock field.
5:25 p.m. — Scott Stowell, 27, of
Freeport was summoned for possession
of marijuana when security guards found
Itinerary for
VP/Provost Candidates
Open Forums for the Campus Community
All candidates will speak for 20 minutes on
"Teaching-Research-Outreach in the Modern Land-Grant University"
and then respond to questions from the audience.
Dr. Gordon L. Nelson
May 3 2:00- 3:30 p.m.
Moderator: Mark Anderson,
Interim VP Student Affairs
Location: 120 Little Hall
Dr. Mary Kathryn Tetrault 
May 4 2:00- 3:30 p.m.
Moderator: Barbara Cole,
Professor of Chemistry
Location: 116 Jenness Hall
Dr. John D. Haeger
May 6 2:00- 3:30 p.m.
Moderator: Michael Grillo,
Associate Professor of Art
Location: 116 Jenness Hall
Complete itineraries and short bios for all candidates are available on
FirstClass or can be obtained by calling the President's Office at 581-1516.
10:50 p.m. — Christopher Michaud, 18,
was stopped for erratic driving and found
in violation of the zero tolerance law.
11:41 p.m. — Michael Fowler, 20, of
Passadumkeag was summoned for pos-
session of alcohol by a minor and pos-
session of marijuana after her was
pulled over in the Jenness parking lot.
11:58 p.m. — Lawrence Betts, 21, of
Bucksport was pulled over for driving
erratically and arrested on charges of
operating under the influence and oper-
ating after suspension.
Sunday, April 25
12:24 a.m. —Thomas Smith, 21, was
pulled over for having a loud exhaust
near Hilltop and was arrested on charges
of operating under the influence.
1:29 a.m. — Joshua Barnard, 20, of
Houlton was found naked and mastur-
bating in the apartment of Cumberland
Hall's resident director. Barnard was
arrested for criminal trespass and admit-
ted to being under the influence of a
substance.
5:30 a.m. — Gregory Panora, 19, was
arrested for disorderly conduct after he
was warned several times to stop throw-
ing things out of his Gannett Hall dorm
room window.
Tuesday, April 28
2:55 a.m. — Students had to be evac-
uated from Kennebec Hall when a fire
started in the dormitory's elevator. The
fire, which Public Safety said is suspi-
cious, is currently under investigation
by the Orono Fire Department and the
state fire marshal's office. Damage
totals are unknown, but are estimated
to be substantial. The elevator is still
out of order.
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff
it on him at the Bumstock gate.
7 p.m. — Randall Soule, 20, of
Waldoboro was arrested on charges of
possession of mushrooms when he was
pulled over on Belgrade Road. He also
in violation of the zero tolerance law.
7:05 p.m. — David Gordon, 19, was
summoned for possession of drug
paraphernalia when security guards
found a marijuana pipe on him at the
Bumstock gate.
7:12 p.m. — Randy Bourgoin, 21,
was arrested on charges of operating
under the influence when he was pulled
over on Long Road.
9:19 p.m. — Julia Small, 18, of
Wicasset was stopped for driving errati-
cally on Flagstaff Road. She was arrest-
ed on charges of operating under the
influence and summoned for possession
of drug paraphernalia.
9:24 p.m. — David Gile, 29, of
Winthrop was found lying in the grass
near Rangeley Road. When officers
stood over him, he woke up and became
combative. Officers were able to calm
him down, but as he was leaving he
turned around and charged them. Gile
was arrested on charges of disorderly
conduct.
9:57 p.m. — Miranda Poeletti, 19, of
Medway was summoned for possession
of alcohol when officers found her
drinking in an Oxford Hall dormitory
room. Poeletti was warned to stay out of
the building two times afterward and
was arrested for criminal trespass at
11:12 p.m.
10:17 p.m. —
was summoned
alcohol when he
Rangel y Road.
John Forester, 19,
for possession of
was pulled over on
10:49 p.m. — Ronald House, 20, of
South Bristol was arrested on charges
of operating under the influence, oper-
ating after suspension, illegal trans-
portation of alcohol and possession of
drug paraphernalia after he was pulled
over. House had been warned earlier
not to drive.
A TASTE OF JUDAISM
Are You Curious?
Come explore... Jewish Spirituality, Jewish Values, Jewish
People
A Three-Evening Course
DESIGNED FOR THE BEGINNER
JEWISH OR NOT
Mondays, May 10, 17, 24 * 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
CONGREGATION BETH EL
183 French Street
Bangor, Maine
ADMISSION FREE... BUT SPACE IS LIMITED.
To register, please call: 207-945-4578
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• National news
Authorities find lead
in Littleton shooting
LITTLETON, Colo. (AP) —
Authorities interviewed a man who
may have sold the semi-automatic
handgun to the youths who went on a
rampage at Columbine High School,
officials said today.
District Attorney David Thomas said
an arrest in the case will be made within a
day or two. He told NBC's "Today" show
that authorities were discussing the man's
surrender with his attorney.
Later in the day, however, Thomas'
spokeswoman said more information
gathered by police had changed the time-
line on an arrest.
"Because this is a quickly developing
and very fluid investigation, the way the
investigation went through the night, it
does not look like there will be an arrest in
the next 48 hours," said spokesWoman
Pam Russell.
She declined to identify the man, say-
ing, "They are in the process of inter-
viewing or talking with the person."
Thomas said the man would be
charged with violating a law against sell-
ing handguns to minors. The sale of the
semiautomatic TEC DC-9 was a "private
transaction," he said. The transaction was
made before the older gunman turned 18
earlier this month.
Asked if the seller could face accesso-
ry to murder charges, sheriff's spokesman
Steve Davis said it would depend on
whether he knew if the killers had planned
to use the gun in the attack.
Eric Harris, 18, and Dylan Klebold,
17, hiding their arsenal under black trench
coats, killed 13 people and wounded 23
others at the school April 20 before killing
themselves. They had four guns and left
more than 50 bombs at the school and in
their homes. A diary indicates the plot had
been planned for a year.
Thomas did not indicate which teen
was believed to have bought the gun or
how he or they knew the suspect.
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms agents on Tuesday visited the
pizza shop where Harris and Klebold
worked. Jefferson County Sheriff John
Stone said investigStorftlieved someone
who worked at that pizza shop acted as a
middleman by putting the young men in
contact with the weapons seller.
The owner of the Blackjack Pizza
shop, Christopher Lau, wouldn't com-
ment except to say, "We are cooperating
with investigators in every possible way
and will continue to do so." Jason Secor,
co-manager of the shop, said, "I'm not
sure whom they're talking about and I
don't know what's really going on. But,
it's not me."
Authorities say the three other guns —
two shotguns and a rifle — used in the mas-
sacre were bought by Robyn Anderson,
Klebold's girlfriend, shortly after she
turned 18 last November. They describe her
as a witness rather than a suspect in the
rampage, because it is not illegal to provide
a shotgun or a rifle to a minor.
"She did buy the long guns," sheriff's
spokesman Steve Davis said. "Did she
supply the weapons to them with some
idea of what they were planning to do
with them? That's still one of the major
things we want to find out."
Investigators said at least one was
bought at a gun show. Federal law allows
18-year-olds to buy rifles and shotguns
from licensed dealers, but not handguns.
Repeated efforts to reach Ms.
Anderson at home and by phone for com-
ment have been unsuccessful.
Investigators say she has retained an
attorney and has been cooperative.
Ms. Anderson, who attended the prom
with Klebold days before the shootings, is
just one of 600-plus leads being pursued
in Colorado's largest-ever criminal probe.
"One of those 600 could throw
anybody back into the focus of the
investigation," Davis said. "We're
conducting this investigation as if there
are more suspects."
Mourners drained by a week of funer-
als turned today to the final service for the
Columbine victims. Nearly 5,000 people
turned out at a massive church in Denver
•to mourn Isaiah Shoels, 18, a football
player and the only black killed in the
massacre. Witnesses have said he was tar-
geted because of his race.
Columbine student Nick Foss, an 18-
year-old senior who was slightly injured
in the attack, attended with his twin broth-
er, Adam, and their friend Brad Jenkins.
Foss said he used to call the 4-foot-11
Shoels "Little Man."
"He's smiling down on us. I know he
is," Foss said.
Vater-ofik (9-1,ertt ff-6,•ilwe
Presents
May Day Jazz
Saturday, May 1st
8:00 PM
Featuring:
Claudio Ragazzi Quintet
Latin Jazz from Argentina
Tickets
$10 Adult $8 Youth/Senior $5 Second Balcony
Call 873-7000 For Advance Reservations
• School shootings
UM student reacts to
hometown tragedy
By Brad Morin
Maine Campus staff
Most University of Maine students are
probably loolcing forward to going home in
a few weeks. But sophomore Laura Mass is
going to have an uneasy homecoming.
Mass is going back home to Littleton,
Colo., where she has lived for six years.
Her community is still grieving after
two students at Columbine High School,
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, massa-
cred 13 of their classmates with guns and
homemade bombs.
"I talk to my mom a lot about it,"
Mass said. "She said everyone just seems
really weary. She said even at the grocery
store, people may start crying just walk-
ing down the aisles. Our neighbors will
stop by to say hello and may just start
crying. It's just really sad."
.Mass, an art history major, started receiv-
ing phone calls last Tuesday from friends
asking if it was her hometown that was all
over the news. Mass said she felt both shock
and sadness when she tuned in and saw the
live newscast of the shooting rampage.
"It's the kind of place where you
don't really expect violence to be," she
said. "It's a Denver suburb, and it's fairly
middle class to upper middle class."
The tragedy had literally struck close to
home. Mass had attended a different high
school, but she said Columbine was actual-
ly closer to her home than her school.
"A lot of people in my neighborhood
go to Columbine and lot of people from my
mom's church. They buried three people."
Mass watches the story unfold on TV
news every night but admits she is dis-
appointed by some of the coverage.
"I don't know that they're necessari-
ly doing a service to all the victims. It's
good that they are raising awareness, but
it's hard to watch all the time. I think
they kind of saturate the public with it."
Mass wishes the news would provide
more coverage of how the community is
coping and pulling together.
"It's really nice when I talk to my
mother and hear what the community's
doing. I guess everyone has started wear-
ing these blue ribbons, and hanging blue
balloons everywhere."
Columbine's school colors are blue
and white.
Members of the community have also
constructed a memorial in a park next to
the school. Mass said her parents visited
the site Tuesday.
Mass will be going back to Littleton
in June to work for the summer. She does
not know how the community will be
coping by that time.
"I'm uneasy about it. Denver's not exact-
ly my favorite place in the world anyway,"
Mass said. "I just don't know how it's going
to be. I wasn't there when it happened. I just
don't know if people are still going to be sad
and have that hanging over them."
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• Halftime contest
Local business owner buys truck for student
By Amanda Hebert
Maine Campus staff
OK, OK, he's getting the truck.
When Jacob Fraser, a first-year micro-
biology major, took a shot for a new truck
at the Feb. 19 hockey game vs. UMass, he
didn't expect to win the truck. Then he
took the shot heard 'round the campus.
The fans thought it went in, but University
of Maine officials disagreed. Fraser was
left with a $2,500 scholarship and his
quickly dying Saab.
Enter Christopher Hutchins, owner of
Alternative Energy Inc. and avid UMaine
hockey fan.
think the night I made the shot for
the scholarship, he said I'd get the truck,"
Fraser said. "I thought he was just a nice
guy, but he got it for me."
Hutchins was at both the Friday and
Saturday night games and was one of the
approximately 6,000 fans who thought
they saw the puck go in the slot.
"Fans thought he should get the truck,"
Hutchins said. "So he got the truck."
Now Fraser is driving a Chevy S-10, not
a Dodge from Bluin Chrysler Plymouth
Dodge, the sponsor of the contest. Hutchins
said both the university and Bluin are respon-
sible for Fraser's being denied the truck.
"What a horrible PR blunder that was
for the Athletic Department," he said.
"There were 6,000 fans who would love to
Jake Fraser. (file photo.)
love the university for doing something. It
was a golden opportunity for them to
make a big to-do."
He suggested the university have sup-
porters, such as himself, make donations
toward a truck for Fraser if Bluin would
not donate it. He also said Bluin could
have supplied the truck but chose riot to.
"They're insured for that kind of
thing," Hutchins said.
Phillip McFarland, president of Bluin
and a UMaine alumnus, said the details of
the contest are decided by university offi-
cials, not Bluin.
One such detail is a tape made by the
university each time someone plays for a
vehicle. McFarland watched the tape him-
self but said he couldn't tell if the puck
had crossed the blue line or not.
He decided "maybe we should do
something to show the fans we were as
concerned as everyone else," he said.
"Let's do something for the kid."
From that thought came the idea that
Fraser take another shot for a scholarship
instead of a truck. This shot would be at an
open net — not a hard task for Fraser, who
played hockey since the age of 5 and
played for the Winslow Black Raiders,
winning three state championships in four
years.
Nobody heard Fraser make the second
shot — Alfond was reverberating with the
chant: "Give him the truck!"
McFarland realized at that point it did-
n't matter what he said in his announce-
ment at the second game, but hoped giving
out the scholarship would improve the bad
publicity his company was receiving. He
defends the idea that the shot is makeable,
a fact corroborated by Scott Lowenburg,
coordinator of marketing and promotions.
He said the slots the puck has to go
through are one inch larger than a puck,
and are surrounded by a red band of paint.
He said it was the paint that obstructed the
fans' view of the puck.
"The rules are that it has to go through
the hole," Lowenburg said. "It didn't."
Hutchins said he thinks Lowenburg
is wrong.
"There is no doubt in my mind,"
Hutchins said. "I was so outraged."
Hutchins put his outrage to work. Two
days after spring break, he contacted
Fraser, who thought friends were playing
a joke on him. It was no joke, but it was
Hutchins doing what he saw as his duty.
"To do what he did, he should get the
truck, and he did," he said.
He's not done yet, either.
"We plan to paint on the truck, 'Jake
Fraser's truck. I won this truck at Alfond
Arena, but it's not a Dodge!" Hutchins said.
He told the administration they would
hate him by the time he's done with this.
"I like hockey and the university, but
when they do something dumb, everybody
should get up and correct it, and that was
a dumb thing," he said.
And what about Fraser?
His Saab died just as the truck came
in, and he put 700 miles on the truck in
less than a week. He can't wait to thank
his benefactor.
"I'm going to write a thank you
novel," he said.
Enrollment from page 1
think we'll probably have at least as much
as last year," he said. "But perhaps we'll
have 10 to 20 percent above that, which
means a couple hundred more. ... It's just
guessing at this point."
The numbers fluctuate on a daily basis,
he said. The known trend they have been
expecting and will continue to expect is a
wave of applicants up to around May 1,
and then, after a while, it would suddenly
but naturally drop.
Beacon attributes the apparent success
to many factors, including a general and
significant increase in morale on campus
in the past year.
The seven years prior to last year had
shown a substantial decrease in enroll-
ment. Last year's 21 percent increase in
enrollment not only stopped the
decrease but completely turned it
around, Beacon said.
"Last year, people might have said it
was a fluke, but it doesn't seem that way
anymore," he said.
The university has also intensified its
contact with incoming students to ensure
they stay interested, Beacon said. There
have been eight receptions throughout the
state to promote the university. Summer
orientation is also a big recruiting event.
r
. . . . . . • • ..... 
.
Summer Jobs1 i
. .
• USM Portland Campus!i i
•
▪ The Telecommunications Department at the University of
I Southern Maine is looking for student workers. A number I
I of summer positions are available, ranging from office Iwork to field survey.
•
▪ These positions are department funded (work-study funds
I not needed) and available to students registered for summer I
• or fall classes at any University of Maine System Campus.
Experience is not necessary.
•
Interested?
•
• Call 780-4993 or stop by our office when you're in the •
area. We're located in the basement of
Beacon said President Peter Hoff has
been making himself visible at high
schools over the past two years.
Hoff said he doesn't recognize a direct
connection between his visiting high
schools with increased enrollment.
Thursday morning he spoke with par-
ents at Old Town High School. He is
scheduled to go to Dingo High School in
Dixfield next Tuesday.
"I'm really making contacts, making
new friends," Hoff said in his office con-
ference room, where thumb tacks point to
the nearly 160 high schools throughout
Maine. "I talk about the importance of
higher education, and not necessarily
about the University of Maine."
Maine has the best examples of col-
leges around, he said, and students
shouldn't exclude those in the state.
"While I don't think winning the
national championship [in hockey] will
bring people in," Beacon said, "the media
attention is good. We're in the news a lot
and in a positive way.
"I'm not convinced students will come
here until school starts," he said. "We will
keep it intense."
Massach
furis Doctor degree
from MSL can give you
the ;kills you need to
persuade, advise and he a
kader in hisineu, healthcare, lato
rcement, government or law.
IL.
Wi
• LSAT NOT REQUIRED
• DAY AND EVENING
PROGRAMS
AFPORDABLE TUITION PLANS
AND FINANCIAL MD
AVAILABLE
• ROLLING ADMISSIONS
500 Federal Street, Andover, MA 01810 • (978) 681-0800
WAVAV.111SLANV.Ct
Payson Smith Hall, Portland Campus.
• • • • • . J
JURIS DOCTOR — A VARIETY OF CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
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Union from page 1
Anita Wihry, executive director of
Institutional and Facilities Planning.
The outline and exterior of the building
will remain essentially the same, but the
inside will be rearranged.
The Bookstore will move into the first
floor of the new construction, which was
going to be an unexcavated foundation.
Other retail operations will move inside
the Bookstore.
It will have a horseshoe shape, sur-
rounding an atrium. Dining Services will
be overhead, allowing people to look
down into the atrium.
"We do not increase square footage with
the new space," said Ron Reisinger, direc-
tor of Bookstore Services. "What a new
design brings for us is the ability to meet
our customers' needs more effectively."
Student organizations will move to the
first floor, in the space currently occupied
by the Bookstore.
Under the original plan, student organ-
izations would be scattered on the third
and fourth floors. Now they will be clus-
tered together on the first floor.
"It brings these groups together,"
Wihry said.
The Bookstore will contribute more
money to the project to pay for the move.
The amount of that extra contribution is still
being discussed, according to Reisinger.
Before the redesign, the project was to
cost approximately $10.2 million. The
Bookstore and Dining Services would con-
tribute $4 million, the Development Office
committed to raising $2 million and the
rest of the cost was to be borne by students
in the form of a $3.50 per credit hour fee.
The new budget will be presented to
the board of trustees this summer. With the
increased contribution from the
Bookstore, the cost could be closer to $12
million, Charland said.
"We'll go to the board probably in July,
basically for approval of the additional
bookstore space," Wihry said.
The Development Office is hoping to
raise that $2 million soon.
"We're still waiting to hear from a
major donor," said Joyce Henckler,
UMaine's senior development officer.
"The major portion of private funding
has been offered to a major donor," she said.
The potential donor is a corporation.
Because there is no deal and it is only a
proposal, university officials cannot
release the name of this corporation.
Facilities Management will work with
the architects over the summer on the new
design, and hopes to get a contract when stu-
dents return. Construction could then start in
October, before there is frost in the ground.
"We're hoping early fall," Wihry said.
"That assumes everything can fit the budget."
By the fall of 2000, the facility could
be ready for most of its use, new construc-
tion would be completed, Dining Services
would be open and student organizations
could take their places in the union.
Jon Lewis, director of Dining Services,
said he expects the union's eateries to remain
open throughout the fall the semester.
Charland and Wihry attribute the lat-
est delay and redesign to a pricey con-
struction market.
"We've found that many projects have
come out over estimates," Wihry said.
"It's a booming construction market,"
Charland said. "As the volume of work
increases, the cost of work increases."
The expansion and renovation of the
union is the largest construction project
that the university has ever undertaken.
Help Wanted at the Bangor Daily News 
Join our Circulation Sales Department as a part-time
Telemarketing Representative
We are seeking part-time sales representatives who are ambitious, courteous, and depend-
able to join our telemarketing team. Successful candidates will introduce the Bangor Daily
News to prospective customers and will place customer service calls to current subscribers.
This is an opportunity to earn extra money with an hourly rate of pay or excellent commission
plan. Successful candidates will work Monday through Thursday, 5:00p.m.- 8:00p.m. and
Saturdays from 9:00am to 1:00p.m.
Newspapers in Education (NIE) Program
We are seeking a sales representative to join our team to secure sponsors fo rthe NEWS
education and literary programs. This is a temporary position beginning June 1 and extending
through the summer months.
As an NIE sales representative, you will be contacting businesses throughout our readership
area to solicit support for classroom teachers and the Newspapers in Education program.
This position will also provide administrative support to the NIE program and is available in
our Bangor office Monday through Friday, 8:30a.m.-5:00p.m.
The successful applicant will be articulate, professional, ambitious, and enjoy sales. This an
excellent opportunity to earn a competitive hourly rate plus commission.
Customer Service Representative
We have openings for two temporary customer service representatives to join our Circulation
Department Monday through Friday, 8:00a.m.-4:30p.m. for the summer months. The suc-
cessful candidates will provide assistance to the Circulation operation be receiving , research-
ing and responding to customer inquires, working with customers to resolve delivery or billing
problems, making necessary chnages to subscriber accounts, and other administrative sup-
port tasks.
Applicants must have professional telephone skills, the ability to type 30 wpm, experience
using a 10-key calculator and enjoying working in a fast paced atmosphere. Previous cus-
tomer service experience helpful but not required as we provide complete training.
We invite interested applicants to forward a resume or apply in person to:
Bangor Daily News
491 Main Street
P.O. Box 1329
Bangor, Maine 04402-1329
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
• School violence
Threats result in
increased security
(AP) - Classes were canceled at South
Portland High School and extra officers
were assigned to Bangor High School as
rumored threats of violence caused jitters a
week after the school killings in Colorado.
Administrators in South Portland
called off classes Wednesday after rumors
of a bomb threat prompted nervous par-
ents to begin plucking their children from
class during the morning.
Extra officers were posted at Bangor
High following a search of school grounds
prompted by rumors of an e-mail threat.
"There's no question that schools are
on high alert, and the alert just got higher,
if that's possible, after what happened in
Colorado," said Michael Higgins, special
projects coordinator for the Maine
Department of Ed4cation in Augusta.
The shootings at Columbine High
School in Littleton, Colo., left 15 people
dead. Police say two disaffected students
hoped to kill as many people as possible
and blow up the building.
In Bangor, troubles started with a
rumor of an e-mail that allegedly referred
to the Littleton shootings, and read "If
you think that's bad, wait until the 28th,"
said Superintendent James Doughty.
The message was rumored to have
been sent to several students but an inves-
tigation turned up nothing, he said.
Nevertheless, police made a walk-
through of the school Tuesday night, and
extra officers were posted at the school.
The officers will remain "for some time to
come," Doughty said.
"I'm absolutely convinced that the
Littleton event is a life-changing event for
all of us," he said.
"From here on out any rumor, any
reported possible threat, will be treated
very, very seriously," he said, even if that
encourages more prank threats from stu-
dents wanting to get out of school.
In South Portland, Deputy
Superintendent Cheryl Jensen said admin-
istrators had to act as students became
alarmed by the rumor. Parents who heard
of it began bringing their children home.
"It was decided by the superintendent
that the day had become too nonproduc-
tive,- Jensen said. "Parents were too
frightened, students were too frightened.
Their concern was just heightened."
Jensen said she did not know how the
rumor started but said the Littleton shoot-
ings gave it momentum. She said police
were investigating threats allegedly made
against a group of students this week.
Rumors also were circulating at the
school about a list of threatened students,
Jensen said.
Other incidents this week included an
episode at Sanford High School in which
two students were turned away because they
were wearing black trench coats like the
ones worn by the two killers in Colorado.
Max T. Burro
MD of CT
May 5, 1999 (Cinco de Mayo
DOCTOR'S
OFFICE
Dear Boss Type Person,
Please excuse from returning to
work today. Today is the Mexican Holiday of Cinco de
Mayo, which requires day long celebrating and rabblerous-
ing specifically at Margarita's Mexican Restaurant. It
appears that your employee has developed a severe case of
Cincoitis. Treatment for the viral disease requires a few
doses of margaritas, great Mexican food, plenty of laughter,
and extreme good times. Patients should be quarantined
along with all other patients in suitable Margarita's loca-
tions.
The life of Viral Cincoitis is brief and I expect your
employee to return to work on Thursday, May 6th.
However, there have been cases of post-Cincoitis Syndrome.
Symptoms include fuzzy tongue, sever head pain, and nau-
sea. Treatment requires sleep, aspirin and plenty of fluids.
At this time your employee would also add that
he/she loves you, man, and you should get your own little
keister (gludious maximous) down to Margarita's as soon as
possible and join the eelelmatieft....er treatment facility.
aBuenos Di s,
(r\I
Max The Burro, Doctor of Good Time
)
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In preparation for a 2:15 "Oozeball" match against the General Student Senate,
sophomore Alpha Phi Omega brother Matt McCarthy tries to cross the 1 -foot deep
makeshift volleyball court. He didn't make it. (Jason Conniff photo.) 
Braggins, a sophomore history major and
president of the SAA.
"I slept in," said Crystal Cookman, a
sophomore psychology major. "I feel bad,
but I live off campus and didn't know what
was going on."
"I heard a big fat zero," agreed Jeremy
Normand, a senior civil engineering
major whose department didn't plan a
volunteer project.
Successful projects ranged from the
typical raking and recycling, to artistic
endeavors and doughnut delivery, said
Sherman Rosser, executive director of
university recruitment.
In the first year of an annual compe-
tition to motivate the community, ban-
ners were awarded to academic depart-
ments, Greek organizations and resi-
dence halls for memorable Maine Day
service projects.
According to Douglas Gelinas, vice
provost for undergraduate education, the
winners were:
• Most creative: Child Development
Learning Center, Oxford Hall, Gamma
Because auto loan financing isn't child's play,
University Credit Union is offering
1% off our already LOW AUTO RATES.
Rote* Term Based On Amount
6.99% 36 Months $10,000 $308.83
7.25% 60 Months $10,000 $199.27
7.45% 48 Months $10,000 $241.65
Special Rate Offer: April 26 - 30
During the week of April 26th we are offering a special 1% iscount off our already low auto loon
rates, For rates as law as 6.99%* on new vehicles up to 36 months and 7.25% on new and
used (1 to 3 years) up to 60 months, now is the time to buy that new toy or refinance an auto ben
that you have with another financial Institution,
this rate is for the week of April 26 only, the loan check must be issued during this period. Please call
one of our friendly loon officers today far great service and great rates. After all, auto Icon financing
isn't child's play
" AllneJ Fek.
Cl uni eivibity legacy
mirour. boicexer ood o Tee iroe
1111111111 ,
me 52S
Si 0,2
04
UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION
wwwucu.maine.edu
Orono Irun& Rangeley Road, University of Moine
Orono, Mane 54469-5179
207-581-1458
1400-6961628
1-800-9921628 Out of State
Portland Brardt 391 Forest Avenue
Partkuid, Maine 04101-2001
207-172-1906
1100-455-1906 UMalne's thrice-weekly newspaper
Sigma Sigma and the Onward Program.
•Most participation: Aroostook Hall,
the Athletic Department and the
American Marketing Association.
"Recognition for work well done
helps, " said Rosser, who believes the
competition contributed to this year's
higher turnout.
"It establishes hall and office pride
to build student spirit and enthusiasm,"
he said.
But few students seemed to even be
aware of the competition, attributing their
philanthropy to personal values and not
any university incentives.
said Charles Ingalls, a senior aquacul-
ture major who cleaned the area around
Hancock Hall and the Beta house with
about 30 of his brothers from Beta
Theta Pi.
Greek organizations had greater
participation than the general student
population, as many groups spent the
morning spring cleaning their respec-
tive houses.
"It's easier for us, as a group, to get
out there," said Trevor Semenchuk who
dedicated his morning to clearing the
university bike trails with his brothers
from Sigma Nu.
"We owe it [to the university]. I mean, you get
a whole day off and just work a couple hours
in the morning."
— Charles Ingalls
"If they don't do it now, there's prob-
ably not much you can do to get them to
do it," said Melissa Adams, a junior zool-
ogy major who volunteered with her sis-
ters from Pi Beta Phi, sprucing up their
College Avenue house.
Students cling to the Maine Day tradi-
tion, with most agreeing that a few hours'
labor is a fair trade-off for a day without
classes.
"It's just a break before finals, when
everybody's going crazy about stress,"
said Jason Patterson, a senior engineer-
ing physics major who volunteered
with Theta Chi to clean up their house
as well as the wooded area behind
Nutting Hall.
"We owe it [to the university]. I
mean, you get a whole day off and just
work a couple hours in the morning,"
After the labor waned down around
noon, the university provided an open-air
picnic in the steam plant for about 3,000
people, Dining Services Manager Susan
Little said. The day finished with a
canoe-bike-run triathlon sponsored by
recreational sports and the hallowed
oozeball championship.
Ankle-deep in stagnant muddy water,
about a dozen volleyball teams battled for
the crown. But however strong the rival-
ries, spontaneity prevailed with impromp-
tu mudwrestling and a solo bicyclist
splashing through the mire, only to cap-
size mid-court.
"It's like being a kid. Who doesn't like
to play in the mud?" said Bridget Madden,
a junior education major, shivering from
her post-oozeball leap into the frigid
Stillwater River.
Onica King and Elizabeth Downing, staff members at the university Admissions
Office, rake the lawn outside Chadbourne Hall to celebrate Maine Day
Wednesday afternoon. (Caleb Raynor photo.) 
Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
The Maine Campus
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• Crisis in Yugoslavia
Senate threatens to bar funds for Kosovo ground war
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
aftermath of stinging House votes, the
White House is confronting deep con-
gressional doubts over President
Clinton's path in the Yugoslavia conflict.
But the administration says Slobodan
Milosevic should take no comfort — the
airstrikes will continue despite bipartisan
concerns on Capitol Hill.
Clinton's lieutenants tried to deal
with the congressional setback by mak-
ing light of it, asserting that the House
votes had sent such a muddled message
that no one — including Milosevic —
could understand it.
"If there's a clear message in them,
someone needs to explain it to me and
to speak very slowly and to use small
words, because I don't get it,"
spokesman Joe Lockhart said.
Exposing sharp divisions about
escalating U.S. involvement, the House
voted 249 to 180 on Wednesday to bar
funds for U.S. ground forces in the
Balkans unless Congress first gives its
approval. That was followed by a tie
vote of 213 to 213 in which the House
refused to support NATO airstrikes
against Yugoslavia.
In the background was Republican
backing for doubling Clinton's request
for $6 billion to pay for the conflict.
Lockhart called it "a mixed mes-
sage on all sides of this issue."
But it was particularly striking that
lawmakers refused to endorse an air war
five weeks into the campaign with no
end in sight. It was an unmistakable
expression of lack of confidence in the
policy of the commander in chief.
Twenty-six Democrats broke from
the president to vote against the bombing.
The Republican leadership split; Speaker
Dennis Hastert voted to support airstrikes
while House GOP Whip Tom Delay led
most Republicans in opposition.
If Congress is divided, so are the
American people.
"Public opinion is so conflicted on
where we go from here that a divided
opinion about this is not too surpris-
ing," said pollster Andrew Kohut of the
Pew Research Center.
"The public supports the basic
notion that we should be doing some-
thing," Kohut said, "but thinks that,
inevitably, we're going to have to do
more — but doesn't necessarily support
doing more. The public is divided on
ground troops. That the Congress is
divided on an affirmation of this may be
in keeping with the public's conflicted
views on Kosovo."
Vietnam war historian James
Weland said the vote to limit using
ground troops shows lawmakers are
leery. "They don't want to get sucked
into something," he said.
"This is the Tonkin Gulf resolution
coming back to bite," Weland said in a
MAINE
SUMMER
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 1999
For more information about University of Maine summer
classes call 207-581-3143 or check our website at:
www.ume.maine.edid—ced/summer/
THE UNIVERSITY OF
MAINE
The State's Center of Learning,
Discovery, and Service to the Public
telephone interview from Bentley
College in Waltham, Mass. "The
Congress realizes that was a big mistake
in retrospect. It was the functional
equivalent of a declaration of war (in
Vietnam). It authorized President
Johnson to use all necessary means.
Having given out the authority, they
couldn't take it back in conflict. I think
they learned a hard lesson on that one."
The bitter impeachment battle that
ended just 11 weeks ago also may have
played a role in the House votes, hard-
ening Republicans' dislike of the presi-
dent and encouraging GOP votes
against him.
Republicans also grouse that the war
has given Clinton an uncontested stage
on which to act presidential and flex his
muscle as commander in chief, enhanc-
ing his standing as a global leader. After
visits to Navy and Air Force bases in the
United States, Clinton will fly to
Germany next week to meet with
Kosovo refugees and U.S. forces.
"There is a residual of the impeach-
ment debate that is background for
almost any major decision now, whether
it's the budget, whether it's social pro-
grams or the defense budget," said for-
eign policy analyst William Taylor. "All
the time it's in the background."
Taylor, director of political-military
studies at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies, said Wednesday's
votes were all about politics. "It's about
the Republicans wanting to let this be
the Clinton-Gore war 'to lose."
He said the resulting confusion —
and White House mishandling of the
conflict — have strengthened
Milosevic's hand.
"Right now Milosevic is in the dri-
ver's seat," Taylor said. "He's playing
chess while Clinton is playing checkers.
He's one move ahead of us every time.
The House is playing checkers, too —
each party playing its own game.-
TODA Y S Stop Smoking,
American Heart
Association
iesta
Continues
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Join us as we choose our King an Queen of
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• Legislation
Anti-flag burning bill nears Senate approval
WASHINGTON (AP) — A constitu-
tional amendment to ban flag burning
moved a step closer to a Senate vote
Thursday in a political atmosphere that
could provide its best chance of passage
in years.
Changes in the make-up of the Senate
— including replacement of one amend-
ment opponent by a co-sponsor — the con-
flict in Kosovo and even the Colorado
shootings have combined this year to make
things look smoother in a chamber where
the measure has failed in previous years.
Passage by both houses — votes that
would require two-thirds majorities —
would send the amendment to the states,
where ratification by 38 states would be
needed for it to become part of the
Constitution. Forty-nine states have given
indications that they would ratify it.
The House has easily attained the
two-thirds majority in the past. But the
last time the Senate considered the mat-
ter, the proposed amendment fell three
votes short.
"We are experiencing a value
malaise in this country, and the negative
impact falls hardest on our children,"
Sen. Orrin Hatch, chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, said Thursday after
the panel's 11-7 approval of the measure.
"Without a strong value system, our chil-
dren cannot distinguish good from bad or
right from wrong."
Senate GOP leaders expect a floor
vote by Memorial Day, according to
John Czwartacki, spokesman for
Majority Leader Trent Lott. The House
Judiciary Committee has yet to consider
a similar measure.
Opponents of the 17-word amend-
ment said it overreacts to a rare occur-
rence — physical flag desecration —
and threatens free speech rights. Sen.
Russell Feingold, D-Wis., said those
protesting the government by burning a
flag are daring Congress to crack down
on guaranteed rights.
"Let's show our strength by not ris-
ing to the bait, by not giving them what
they want," Feingold told the panel.
The proposal reads: "The Congress
shall have power to prohibit the physical
desecration of the flag of the United
States." Congress has proposed more
than 10,000 amendments since the
Constitution went into effect in 1789.
Only 27 have been ratified.
Among the factors boosting support
in the Senate is the election last fall of
former Ohio Gov. George Voinovich, a
co-sponsor of the amendment, to the seat
vacated by Sen. John Glenn, a Democrat
and an opponent.
There are signs that some votes might
be shifting, as well. North Dakota
Democratic Sens. Byron Dorgan and
Kent Conrad, who both voted against the
amendment last time, are undecided now,
Helping others was a family tradition for Amy Zaleska, of Massachusetts. So after getting her mas-
ter's degree, she signed up for a year of service with AmeriCorps*VISTA. She moved across the
country to coordinate a hunger program in California, where she developed new skills and decided to
pursue a career in nonprofit management. "My project affected so many people," Amy says. "Now I
know that one person really can make a difference."
Seniors!
Many positions are still available starting this Summer. Benefits include training,
education award (84,725) and a living allowance. Apply now. Call 800-942-2677
to request an application and more information. wvvvv.americorps.org
AmeriCorps*VISTA: Are you up to the challenge?
their spokesmen said.
The debate crosses party lines. Sen.
John Chafee, R-R.I., for example, chided
supporters of the measure by telling the
Judiciary Committee, "We cannot man-
date respect and pride in the flag." He
said the amendment is an overreaction.
Meanwhile, Sen. Dianne Feinstein,
D-Calif., told the committee that she sup-
ports the amendment because the flag "is
a monument in fabric that hangs as a
symbol of our nation" and its values.
• Smoking
Curing removes
tobacco toxin
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Brown &
Williamson Tobacco Corp. is experiment-
ing with a curing process that removes a
potentially cancerous substance from a
cigarette while preserving the taste.
The process was developed by a
small Richmond, Va., firm to remove
some of the nitrosamines from tobacco.
Nitrosamines, which are related to nico-
tine, cause cancer in laboratory ani-
mals. They are among dozens of car-
cinogens in cigarettes.
Also Thursday, R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. announced it has developed
a curing method that could dramatically
reduce nitrosamines.
Gary Burger, RJR's senior vice presi-
dent of research and development, called
the advancement a "breakthrough in the
company's ongoing efforts to reduce the
toxins in cigarette smoke."
He refused to say the curing process
would produce a safer cigarette.
But Brown & Williamson said its
advances were the latest in efforts to
make cigarettes safer. "It's something
we've been trying to do for 40 years,"
spokesman Mark Smith said.
Brown & Williamson, the nation's
third-largest tobacco company, puts out the
Kool, Lucky Strike and Viceroy brands.
The company bought 100,000 pounds
of tobacco last year that was cured with
the new process. It hopes to buy 1.2 mil-
lion pounds this year.
The
Maine
Campus
would like to
say thank you
to John
Alexander,
Student
Government
and all of our
advertisers for
a great year.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Mr.Gou By Travis Danclro
Look BARRY,
IziBBe -
gvBE,ER.
VA6M21 RE
13ATS
YikES I
TOP TEN THINGS I'VE LEARNED IN COLLEGE
1 O. Financial aid is about as dependable as your 1984 Escort EXP.
9. Original - on the rocks, Strawberry - frozen.
8. Choose your roommates and neighbors wisely (don't live next to Grimm and Dixon).
7. If it's fun, you're not allowed to do it... do it anyway.
6. The administration has spent ten times as much time trying to make Bumstock a tea party than it will ever spend
on trying to solve the parking problem.
5. Pat Farnsworth is a pizza god.
4. Gen Ed requirements ensure no one graduates without a strong background in crappy courses.
3. You get what you pay for... the Maine Campus is free.
2. Some things are funny (ha-ha), some things are funny (strange)... Mr. Gnu is funny (stepping on rusty nails).
1. Don't taunt the squirrels... they're bigger than you. By Ward Libby
Leold www.leold.com
by Roger and Salem Salloome 1997
Yesterday went to the
park with my Uncle Petain. He
was proud to show me how his
dog, Phil, retrieves arrows.
But on the last shot the arc
of the arrow was so high that
the dog had enough time to lie
waiting for the arrow to come
down... crashing into its poor
throat.
However, Phil was too
smart for that. He jumped aside
and let the arrow thump into the
ground.
Uncle Petain was so upset
with himself that he threw down
his bow and arrows,and yelled,
"That's it... no more Fetch."
The last time I saw Phil in
the park, Uncle was holding a
plastic bag over Phil's head to
see how long it took before Phil
blacked out.
Uncle Petain really has a
way with animals., but he's a
little restless. -
Revolutionary
War commander
John
5 Arabic leader
9 Caught, with "in"
14 Popular game
bird
15 There's no
sense in it
16 breath
(spoken very
rapidly)
17 Statistician's
presentation
20 Thing
21 Settle down for
the night
22 Tip
23 Corp. money
managers
25 Christmas
sounds
28 Anderson's
"High "
New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS 29 France's 
Polytechnique
31 Showy flower
33 Coastal Brazilian
state
34 Guest on
Carson's last
"Tonight Show"
351 Ching"
38 "Alien" heroine
39 diem 62 Germ
ao Big name in
sports trading
cards
41 One who's in it
for the long run
42 Gold oak leaf
wearer: Abbr.
45 German article
46 Founder of
Carthage
47 Start of many
bumper sticker
slogans
49 Patronage
52 Point maker
53 1989 World
Series site
57 Improper
58 "To Live and Die
 "(film)
59 More
60 Heater setting
61 Stalk of bananas
DOWN
I Optimally
2 Taken care of
3 Summer wear
4 Barbara's role
on "Dallas"
5 Sore
6 Mauna 
7 Little pest
8 North Atlantic's
  Islands
9 Wealthy, in
Madrid
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 10 Blame
ii Cabin feature
12 Part of SASE:
Abbr.
WI LT HAMS CLASP
AVOW ABEL HAGUE
TOR I LUTE OVERT
TR
SYSTEM
ACHE
I XOFTHETRADE
ROSA
OURS
KID
CAFTAN
TEASE
CHOXANDBALANCES
TO[31 C SOLO SKAT
SWATCH
K I
RIP
XUPONESHEELEI
REAR
DABBLE
SELDA
AR I
P I TT ALAS
EL ULNA DIME
TRANS PEAR YEAS
13 Low mark
18 Person who can
barely run
19 Computer
"engine"
23 Hairstyle
24 Weak
26 Parts of binary
code
27 Neighbor of
Iraq: Abbr.
30 Bok 
(Chinese
vegetable) 42 Esprit de corps
Edited By Will Shortz
No. 0115
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ill
16
10 MEM
14 15
17 18 19lUhhi
20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27
28iU
29
30111
31 32
iiiliii33 34
35 36 IIIUU37
liii.38 39liii
40 41 42
II 
43 44
45 46111 4748 111
hIll
Ill
49 SO 5111 52
53 54 55 56 lhhl
lUll57 58Ill 59
601111 61111 62
Puzzle by Arthu S. Verdesca
31 Minor
annoyance
32 Verge
33 Tree trunk
34 Dark area on tne
moon
35 Irascibility
36 Latin word in
police dramas
37 Nimbus
30 Obsolescent
mail abbr.
41 "Little woman"
43 Hostile
44 Didn't proceed
smoothly
46 Screw cutter
48 Proceeds
smoothly
50 Part of E.T.S.:
Abbr.
51 Part song
52 Sting
53 Chew it over
54 Actress Sue
 
Langdon
55 Cable channel
56 Tahiti, for
example
To bring a correction to our attention please
call 581-1271 between the hours of 9 a.m. and 12
p.m., e-mad To_the_editor@umit.maine.edu or
stop by the offices located on the fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall, across from ASAP Media Service.
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EDITORIAL
Wrong place and time
There is a time and a place for most things. Eight days from now, University ofMaine seniors who plan on attending graduation will take their final step into theworld outside of college. And, like every year, several similarities from each
graduation will occur. There will be speaker after speaker, each of whom will offer their
words of wisdom and encouragement as the university sends its next crop of graduates
into the world. However, there is one speech that could — and should — be left out of both
the morning and afternoon sessions on Saturday, May 8.
Every year a representative from the UMaine Alumni Association steps to the podi-
um and gives a speech, which, in essence, asks for students to donate money to the asso-
ciation. This begs the question, why now?
Although there is nothing wrong with giving whatever you can afford to your alma
mater (in fact, many people do), graduation day is not the time to start asking.
Graduating students, both in-state and out-of-state, are not only culminating their four or
more years of hard work and educational commitments in earning their degree, but are
taking on new and financial ones as well.
With an abundance of students facing the ominous task of paying back loan after
loan, not to mention the plethora of university-induced bills, graduation day is hardly
good timing to ask students for more money. Even by next Saturday, there will probably
still be hundreds of students whose first thought about money will be where they will be
working in the coming year.
No one, however, will be thinking about sweetening the university's pot, not even
while the designated Alumni Association beggar speaks.
Graduation day isn't about giving money — nor should it be on anyone's minds. So
please, Alumni Association, wish us luck in the coming years, but spare us the pitch.
There will be plenty of time for mass-mailings and dialing for dollars in coming years.
Let graduating students enjoy their day.
New union woes go on
After nearly three years of delays, the plodding Memorial Union expansionmay finally come to fruition next fall with the support of a mysterious cor-porate donor.
It's about time.
Debate over the new union has been at issue since the fall of 1996, when a vote to
determine student support for the plan was undermined by scandal. And now, with
blueprints drafted, a $3.50-per-credit-hour fee assessed and board of trustees approval
granted, a $2 million cost miscalculation threatens the cursed project once again.
In February, the lowest bid for the project came in at more than $8 million.
Ironically, the bidder was Granger Northern Inc., the same firm who worked to put
up the new Alfond Stadium in just a few. months. This high bid forced cost-cutting
design simplifications that further delayed the project.
So it's another step back, and one more graduating class who'll never use the new union.
Project manager Mt Charland and Anita Wihry, executive director of institution-
al and facilities planning, blame the error on an unpredictable construction market.
• It seems a consultant could have predicted this project's cost with a bit more
accuracy than a $2 million margin of error, if only the university had prioritized the
union expansion. Instead, President Hoff and Chief Financial Officer Robert
Duringer pushed the union aside in favor of the now-defunct alumni retirement com-
munity. So much for the students.
But at this point, students don't really care whether the union has a 30-foot
waterfall, a pub or an atrium. They won't even care if a corporation like MBNA or
Coca-Cola clutter the walls with pervasive advertising and promotional appeals in
exchange for funding the project.
This project is making the library renovations look downright efficient. There's
no acceptable reason for the class of 2000 to join the ranks of graduates who carry
from the University of Maine no memories of the new Memorial Union.
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• Letters to the Editor
• Take a hint
To the editor:
I've never been one to
complain about living on
campus. This is my third
year here at the universi-
ty and I've lived in the
dorms for all but one
semester. In my experi-
ence, campus is the way
to go. At least, that's
what I would have said
until Monday. Something
happened that morning to
change my opinion.
Not knowing exactly
what I was doing for
housing next year, I
decided not to re-sign for
my current room on cam-
pus. Most of this deci-
sion came about because
I could no longer justify
paying the double-single
price for my private
room in Balentine while
people with rooms three
times the size of mine
live just one floor below
me and pay the same
amount. (Awfully tricky,
those campus living
folks — they made the
fourth floor all double-
singles even though
there's no way in hell
two people could ever
live in one of the rooms.)
Being a busy student, I
missed the room bazaar. I
still wasn't too worried.
I called the Honors
Program, since I'd heard
that Colvin was being
opened up for students in
the program next fall. I
explained to the nice
woman on the phone that
though I'm not in Honors
Program, I'm in two
other honor societies and
would prefer a dorm with
a more studious atmos-
phere. Denied.
Last week, a letter
arrived in my mailbox
assuring me that there
was "still plenty of time"
to sign up for a room for
next fall. I decided this
would be a good idea,
hoping for a more
humanely-sized single
somewhere or even a
roommate in Balentine,
where things are quiet
and easy-going.
No such luck! Seems
that last Friday they
decided to cut off upper-
classmen and hold all of
the remaining available
rooms on campus for
incoming freshmen. I
asked if I could put my
name on a waiting list. I
was told that there were
no lists, and my only
hope was to call after
May 31 and pray that
there's something left.
"What if there's nothing
left?" I asked. The nice
lady at Campus Living
told me, "Then I guess
you'll just have to
scramble for an apart-
ment, hon."
Yeah, great. Since I
have no car and not
enough cash to get an
apartment, I guess I
should start looking into
other universities. I
never knew that incom-
ing freshmen got priority
over upperclassmen.
This just seems
wrong to me. Yeah, I
realize that freshmen
have to live on campus
when they first get here,
but does that mean that
current students should
get booted? With all the
money the university
makes on each dorm
room, you'd think that
they'd be able to come
up with something for
everyone.
So, my new advice to
returning students is
this: The university com-
munity doesn't want you
here. If you didn't get
the point when they
ridiculously overcharged
you for room and board
(in what apparently is
just an attempt to get you
out by your own choos-
ing), then try to under-
stand now. Freshmen are
the important ones. You
know, the kids whO
aren't even sure they're
coming here yet. So get
off campus before you
get screwed over like
I've been.
Beth Anne Nadeau
Balentine Hall
Future residence
unknown
• Travelgate
To the editor:
In reference to Debra
Hatch's April 23 article
regarding the University
of Maine's new travel
management program, I
think she not only mis-
quoted me but also mis-
represented several impor-
tant facts.
The university is not
attempting to restrict or
limit travel plans made by
the university communi-
ty. The way you framed
our efforts to gain some
control in capturing trav-
el data makes us look like
some type of Gestapo
outfit looking to limit
everyone's choice.
Nothing could be farther
from the truth. We are
putting , together a pro-
gram to help limit ticket
costs, reduce the adminis-
trative work associated
with paying for tickets,
and put ourselves into a
position of strength
where we can actually
bargain with airlines for
more flights at better
times and at reduced
costs. By limiting the
number of travel agencies
from which airline tickets
may be purchased, we
will capture travel data
that we have heretofore
been unable to collect.
This data will enable us
to provide strong evi-
dence to airlines in secur-
ing reduced-fare con-
tracts to frequently-trav-
eled cities.
This was all done
though a competitive
process where eve..y
agency had a chance to
compete for our business.
The four travel agencies
were selected through a
request for proposal
process and not by our
consultant, Larry Handel,
nor were any of them
"forced into" submitting a
proposal; The four agen-
cies selected responded
favorably to the terms of
our contract including a
revenue-sharing require-
ment, which will be used
initially to offset the costs
of travel reporting. All
four agencies will be com-
peting with one another to
offer their lowest fares to
the campus community.
The two local agencies
should see a marked
increase in the amount of
business they receive
from the university.
The bottom line is that
the university is attempt-
ing to reduce costs for
university departments by
using our travel volume to
create a market that will
be attractive to various
airlines. Competition, bet-
ter fares and more choices
are what we are after.
Claire Pratt
Director of budget
and business services
Alumni Hall
Correction
The chain-link fence around Bumstock field was
erected just before last semester's Ziggy Marley
concert, not prior to last year's Bumstock, as
Monday's editorial "The death of Bumstock"
claimed.
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OP/ED
1998-99: One big happy family
F
ront row (left to right): Jason Conniff, Caleb Raynor, Misty Edgecomb, Judy Williams, Jess Eddy, Erin
Tucker, Derek Rice, Molly Haskell, Elizabeth Beaulieu. Middle row: Christopher Snow, Kurtis Marsh,
Kraig King, Brad Morin, Ajay Harding, Elisabeth Gold, Brett Cough, Bill Stewart, Kristen Dobler,
Stanley Dankoski. Back row: Andrew Bailey, Dave Bailey, Jay Baltes, Heather Day, Josh Nason, Jasmine Curtis.
• The Dobler effect
Knowing when to call it quits
/came to the University ofMaine with one goal — towrite. My original plan was to
meet Stephen King and, with his
help, become
UMaine's next
best-selling author.
It was simple.
Things didn't
exactly work out
like my high
school dreams,
though. I saw Stephen King in
the grocery store once, but I was
too embarrassed to talk with
him, and I figured he didn't like
people bothering him anyway.
Willing to do whatever I
could to write, I made a decision
that would change my college
career forever — I was going to
work at The Maine Campus.
If, as a freshman, I had
known how much time I would
be spending at the Campus, I
probably wouldn't have gone
near the fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall, but at that
time I thought it would involve
simply writing a few articles —
never trust your first judgments.
In my three years at The Maine
Campus, I've been able to do
plenty of writing — more than
200 articles. The writing experi-
ence has been fabulous, but
there's a lot more attached to the
experience that I never expected.
Throughout my time here
I've seen a number of adminis-
trators come and go and I've rec-
ognized the difference between
the truth and public relations.
There were many times when the
truth wag easy to find, but there
were other times when it was so
hidden by people's lies that it
ended up damaging the reputa-
tions of the people who weren't
afraid to tell the truth.
There have been some major
changes, some good, some bad,
but there's one thing students
must recognize: We're
the ones who are pay-
ing for the administration to be
here, and it's our duty to make
sure they're doing what we want.
Many of the bad things that have
happened probably wouldn't
have happened if we had just
made an effort.
Perhaps one of the largest
groups on campus that makes an
effort to keep UMaine the way
students want it is the General
Student Senate. I covered the
GSS for two years and watched it
try to make things happen. There
were times when they really got
things done and there were other
times when I just wanted to
scream at them for doing things
that didn't even matter. But one
things always remained the same
— they make the effort to get
things done — an effort that few
students on this campus make.
The Maine Campus has
become my second home and I
swear I've spent more time here
this year than I have at my apart-
ment. There were nights that I
never wanted to stop typing, but
there were also nights where I
wanted to throw my computer
out of the window. Despite the
constant soap opera-like envi-
ronment, I've met some of my
closest friends through the paper.
As the semester started to
come to a close, I had to make a
big decision — whether to return
to the Campus next year.
It took me quite a while to
decide, but now
that I have I
know I made
the right deci-
sion.
Throughout
my time at the
Campus,I've
had to stand
back and watch
things happen in order to remain
unbiased. I've never known what
it's like to be a true part of the
true student community because
I was always the girl that might
put something in the paper about
someone or something.
It seemed like The Maine
Campus wasn't just a job, it was
becoming my life. More than
usual, I'd been considering what
it would be like to go some-
where on campus and not have
someone make a comment like
"Don't quote me on that" or
"You aren't going to print that in
the paper are you?"
Despite everything I've
gained from my time at the
paper, I knew it was time to say
goodbye. For the past three
years, I've been known as the
newspaper girl; next year. I just
want to be Kristen.
I still want to be a writer, but
now I want to concentrate on the
literary side of writing. There
still may be a chance for me, too.
I've heard that Stephen King
worked at The Maine Campus
and his columns weren't that
great, either.
Kristen Dobler is a junior
English major who will break
the kneecaps of anyone who
calls her "the newspaper girl."
• Bench mentality
The cinema of life
A
h, the end-of-the-year
swan song, that senti-
mental retrospect that
thanks and rethanks all those
influential people who touched
your academic soul, those beau-
tiful and lofty people that made
your experience here at the
University of Maine what it is.
However, instead of partaking of
that mushy tangent, I'd rather do
something future-oriented, an
artsy-fartsy look at how this year
will fundamentally change my
position and participation in the
political pageant soap opera.
I have always stylistically writ-
ten in the second person, replacing
the "I" with "you", so I could poke
fun at myself, while appearing as
though I were generalizing Joe
Student, a washed-up redneck ver-
sion of "Felicity" on the WB. So
now, for the lack of a better thing
to do, I will flip-flop that and place
myself subjectively so that we
may get to the sugar-coated crux
of the cereal bowl. I have never
referred to you as "faithful reader"
or some other Labbyesque cliche'
phrase, one of those pretentious
ego boosts, trying to set yourself
apart as a "personality," like you
are having a personal conversation
with your reader.
I have never consciously tried
to be a "complainer," but an
archetype for the undecided stu-
dent, the one whose basic con-
cerns, skepticisms and social
needs were placed on the back
burner by administrators and
authority pushers who casually
shucked those "Excuse me?"s on
the farthest back burners, never
casting a second glance.
So, right now I am painfully
sitting on the edge of that
metaphorical precipice. Halfway
over, $20,000 broker, a cinematic
event two years in the making, I
am left with but one throbbing
canker sore question: "What the
hell am I doing here?" Never
mind trying to discover "What is
the meaning of life?" among the
hallowed corridors of the Bumps
Room or among flaming picnic
bench parties on the mall.
Disconcerting glares and a lack of
validation have almost driven me
to smash my computer, trying to
see if I and my weekly glorious
romp through the woods have
facilitated any change, or put in
the worm in someone's pants to
pick their heads up from the
ground, look around, and ask why
the campus lawns are so damn
muddy. See, Scott Morelli tried to
save the campus. David Cray
tried to save the campus. Student
Entertainment tried to save the
campus. And I, like a pissed off
'nippy dog, made $9.23 a week
trying to do the same.
See, after an entire year of
rabble rousing that has some-
times pushed the borders of
absolute ridiculousness, with not
one damn letter to the editor
(except Preston Noon's retracted
statement — "welcome to the jun-
gle, monkey boy" — because I
made fun of Porn Star stickers
and the whole Usha-busha-meat-
shop-Jetta-Leggo-puck-slutty-
"Boogie Nights"-Fitch-Crew
scene here) you tend to get a lit-
tle discouraged. In Orono, it took
so much to get students to notice
things and drastically more to get
them to react. It took two months
worth of editorials, scathing
columns, journalistic pieces and
satirical cartoons to get students
to hold a "forum" about the pro-
posed retirement community. I —
and I believe almost everyone
else — never had a problem with
golden oldies living here; we
were vehement about the blatant
attempt of the CFO to withhold
information from the public, the
tragic flaw that burned his and
Hoff's New Rome. Fostering that
"A Bug's Life" ants-vs.-
grasshoppers mentality, the
"many" were able to defeat the
"few" in their attempt to put the
crap on that back burner.
Still on that precipice, I don't
believe that the question will be
answered by people who openly
admire and appreciate your work
at the Campus Rag, but rather by
a silent observation of a para-
digm shift in the way students
think about and treat the topics
and concerns that have been
ground in the mud by stompin'
big black boots. I think, perhaps,
that some of the most strikirtg
things written are the things that
people ponder silently.
That alone is enough valida-
tion to keep me sitting back on
the stove, as we, evidenced by
the Godsmack spectacle at Bum-
sweat, are on the upswing. I
want be there, sitting back on the
bench with Rupert, smokin'
Spirits, siivin' blueberries, wav-
ing our flip-flops and watching
the cinematic spectacle happen.
Jason Caitniff is the photo
editor of the Maine Campus
and still plans to earn his
degree in undecided.
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• Bumstock burp
Reflections of a weekend long past
By Elisabeth Gold
Maine Campus staff
Being a girl who usually needs a little
cajoling to get out of the house, I headed
down to Bumstock field because basical-
ly, I had to.
Now don't get me wrong, I like my
Carlo Rossi, and I'm not a hermit; it's just
that dealing with large amounts of people,
loud blaring music and cops isn't my idea
of fun. I mean sure, give me a small set-
ting, some head-bobbing rhythm and some
Pierre Jean, and I'm cool. But neverthe-
less, feeling the old guilt kick in when the
thought of actually skipping Bumstock
crossed my mind, I got myself out the door
before I chose solitude as an alternative.
A couple of days before I came to this
crossroad, I realized that I hadn't done my
job properly. I didn't know the kids that
were putting this production on; I didn't
know just how much work all of
Bumstock was; I didn't know if anyone
was nervous that the whole thing would
flop on its face where all who know Orono
well would just laugh and declare,"Well,
back in the day ..." So, basically, my lack
of investigative journalistic and reporting
skills were blinding me.
All I could see was Andy Hamm, a kid
I met when he climbed up my friend's win-
dow in Gannett Hall on a painter's scaffold
four years ago, busting his ass in the media
lab trying to design the Bumstock poster —
which by the way, is an incredible vision
that imitates that of a bill of money, illus-
trating the top of the pyramid shining
(power elite, anyone?), a tree that reminds
me everytime of the fence around the field,
and a big ol' fat '99 to pinch at the fact that
this is indeed, "the big one" in terms of to
sell out or to not sell out.
Did I bother to ask him, the Minister
of Art, how he thought things were going?
Did I try to get in touch with him after
going through the photo department's
stack of years' worth of Bumstock photos
and seeing him not only in the crowd
shouting loud, but playing in one of his
many bands over the years? No.
Did I try to get in contact with Attila
Delisle, the soft-spoken student fighter
among us? A guy who put Strange
Pleasure in a prime spot just because he
could; a guy who, everytime I saw him,
talked as much about Bumstock as I talk
about this damn paper. No.
And what about Channing Geele? A guy
who was a Maine Campus favorite earlier in
the year; a guy who I definitely did not think
I was going to laugh with at any point; a guy
who is, in fact, a student just like the rest of
us with only one difference — he makes big
decisions and deals with a lot of shit that
effects all of us as students.
Now don't get me wrong, I'm not los-
ing my edge. I'm not meaning to kiss the
ass of the Bumstock committee. I just
want to give credit where credit is due —
and to break it down for you simply —
there were people behind the huge party
weekend most of us took for granted.
But when I finally made my way down
to the field for the first time — about 3 p.m.
on Saturday — I couldn't help thinking that
all the hoopla about the administration and
the excess of Public Safetiers was really
lame. Here was a bunch of kids, students,
who were creating music for each other, a
place on campus that was clear of neigh-
boring boundaries, a place where students
were meant to roam free and have fun.
I heard the HeadphonePeople for the
first time and shots of Morcheeba and
Portishead ran through my head and I
thought: Why haven't I heard them
before? Who says the beat is missing from
Orono music? And this must be what it's
all about — student talent of all sorts —
from the loud, obnoxiousness of the
Tough Girls, to the Dead-jammed Strange
Pleasure, to the funkiness of the Groove
Diggers, getting together and collaborat-
ing as a community — as a solid unit of
people who are rich in creative energy.
And as Mr. Hamm ran from his spot
with Fork and Spoon Raspberry to his
place with the HeadphonePeople, I real-
ized just how out of the loop I really was
and just how Bumstock must mean differ-
ent things to different people. To me, it
was my job; to others, it was a lot more.
His perspective of the weekend was
that of an organizer: "Personally, my
weekend sucked because I had to play in
three different bands and do schoolwork,
and I didn't have time to relax."
Hamm also had artwork that got
blown off the stage because of the wind,
but despite that he said that, "there was a
good turnout and the quality of the bands
was really good."
As for this Bumstock's vibe he said,
"this year was definitely more business in
terms of production. In the past, it was
kind of a hodge podge of people, this year
it was an organized task force. There is
positive and negative things to that."
Olivia Mercier, Minister of Public
Relations, came up to me that day and
shared her thoughts of the Bumstock
experience. She commented that while
most people complain about the event,
it's really the students who are messing it
up for themselves.
"I feel like all the kids here are more into
getting wasted. These are big bands — they
have their shit together. The school's not
killing Bumstock, the kids are," she said.
Point well made. A lot of kids were
walking around obviously under the influ-
ence, giving proof to that depressing theory.
But that's got to be OK, right? We do, after
all, have university standards to live up to.
Driving around with a couple of friends
on Friday night, one remarked when see-
ing all the cars and all the lights and all the
people walking around, "Geez, so this is
what it's like living in a college town!"
And she was right. Orono lives quietly
for the most part. We don't tear things apart
here (except when we win a big national
championship, but that's a story I'm not
going to retell) and we certainly don't let
ourselves go as much as we should.
So when I heard from Mr. Geele that
Deep Banana Blackout had trouble get-
ting onto campus Saturday night, got
stopped by Public Safety, who smelled
the sweet herb and then decided to grab a
canine officer to sniff them out, leaving
the band who plays in New York venues
pissed, it didn't surprise me.
In fact, it seems that Officer Chris
Gardner was a bit "abrasive" as described
in Geele's own words, when Geele tried
to get involved when the band's van was
being searched. Apparently, one of the
guys behind bringing and booking the
bands was not allowed to intervene — and
was only told — "It's none of your con-
cern." Nothing like letting students han-
dle things for themselves.
Geele though, exhaling after the big
weekend, was happy with everything. "So
See BURP on page 16
• Winds of change
Progressing forward: A browse through the Prism
By Jen McCausland
Maine Campus staff
There are many differences in the col-
lege student's life, but there is one thing
that plagues us all in this awkward stage
of life between our childhood and the real
world. This one common force is change.
Change has been inevitable and all too
real. For no one really enjoys change. It is
scary, mysterious, like stepping into a
dark room of silence. But it is there
behind every new decision or human
interaction.
I look back at the past year and con-
template the massive progression I have
made here at the University of Maine.
Every step was clumsy and I often
tripped. Change made me feel like a
child testing out the phenomena of legs
for the first time. Falling down happened
many times, but every invigorating dis-
tance I claimed gave me a new breath of
ease and pride.
Faces come and go, some spin away
and are never thought about again, and
others leave their spiritual flavor on your
soul forever. Every entity struggling to
discover who they are while capsulal in
this tiny space we call UMaine.
I looked back to the Prism Yearbook of
10 years ago this afternoon. The events
made me laugh. The students stared
through the pages with the same wonder
and touch of fear I see in eyes every day.
They had the same complaints, like not
enough parking or the fraternities being
too loud, but there were things that only
change have brought that magnified
through the pages.
Jessie Jackson, the first black man to
run for president, spoke at UMaine 10
years ago, and so did Gary Hart, a former
senator and presidential candidate, (before
he was caught with a younger mistress and
dropped out of the election).
Halls like Dunn and Carnegie were
still in operation. In fact, there was serious
concern that Carnegie was haunted, and
students wrote in with detailed stories of
their encounter with the "ghost of
Carnegie Hall."
A new state law was passed that
denied fraternities beer at their own par-
ties. That meant no more kegs and no
more huge ragers. Hard to believe that
there was a time when this was actually
allowed.
A band called "Hooters" was the pre-
mier show at UMaine, brought by OCB.
I've never even heard of them. Hopefully
that show was more successful than the
Blues Traveler concert this year.
The library actually did backpack
searches for everyone who entered. No,
this was not for drugs, it was for food.
When one student refused to have a
search, he was handcuffed and dragged
away by Public Safety officers. Obviously
this pure ludicracy had the students out-
raged.
The only health club on campus was in
the basement of Oxford Hall, and students
actually thought it was a great place to
work out, sometimes reaching 85 students
a day anxious to get buff.
The biggest development plans on
campus were to improve the technology
in the dorms, by having every room
receive phone service and maybe access
to a computer.
Such events seem humorous to us
now, because our privileges here seem so
arbitrary and common. Yet that was only
10 years ago. Change brought us to where
we are now.
We are all separating for a while, and
yes, when we return there will be changes.
Since I will not be back here for eight
months, I look to the future with buzzing
anxiety.
Yet I must look back, and realize that
change is the positive progression of
life. Without it, we'd probably still club-
bing women over the head and thinking
the world was flat. I'll miss you,
UMaine, just don't change too much
without me. But as my mother told me
last night, "Sometimes, Jenny, you just
have to let go..."
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• Aural excitement
Headphoreenple: Detail-oriented
By Ajay Harding
Maine Campus staff
(The following definition is taken from
Webster's New World Dictionary)
Texture (teks'ther) n. orig., woven fabric.
The above words concisely define the
textured music created by the group known
as HeadphonePeople.
This group consists of songwriter and
composer Greg Young; able tumtablist and
producer Mat Young (aka DJ R.P.M., and no
relation to Greg); lead vocalist Jessica
Groesenek; and doctor of bass Andy Hamm.
The sound consists of samples that are
taken from existing works and tweaked and
manipulated into new sonic threads.
So what is the significance of the name
"HeadphonePeople"?
According to Greg and Mat, the name
comes to symbolize the characteristics of liv-
ing in an apartment, and being forced to use
headphones so as not to disturb the nearby
neighbors; the isolation (from outside ongo-
ings) while listening to music on headphones
and the awakening to the musical detail and
"minutia" provided by headphone listening.
(This band's music might be sample-based,
but it is not the kind of sampling taught by the
faculty at the Puff Daddy Institute ofTheft. It's
very detailed and subtle — just listen.)
"It's a lot like photography, which wasn't
considered a real art form. The art form,
however, is really in how one frames the
subject, " says Greg in response to the criti-
cisms regarding sampling music.
From here the patterns of rhythm are
composed. Keyboards, basslines and pro-
grammed loops are all stitched together before
the itchy sounds of vinyl scratching are selec-
tively placed to add dimension to the com-
pleted pieces. Some tracks are then chosen to
be complemented by Jessica's vocal additions.
Despite the highly technical production
$2.50
$1.00 ALL DAY TUESDAY!
827-7411 Art & Foreign Films $4
Showtimes starting Friday
We have DTS-Digital and Dolby Digital Most
Advanced Sound Systems in the Area
Baby Genius(PG) 12:40, 3:05, 5:05
Shakespeare in Love(R) 7:20,9:35
Analyze This(R) 12:30, 2:45, 5:05,7:15,
9:25
Forces of Nature(PG-13) 12:35,2:45, 5:00,
7:05, 9:15
DTS Digital Sound
Go(R) 12:25, 3:00, 5:10, 7:25, 9:30
Dolby Digital
Patch Adams(PG-13) 12:20, 2:40, 5:00,
7:15, 9:35
Life is Beautiful(PG-13) 12:20,2:50,5:15,
7:20,9:20
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techniques, the human touch remains present.
"The drawback [to electronic music] is that
it can sound [too] calculated. [It creates] a
demand that you concentrate on the arrange-
ments ... I use the drum machine and sampler
together, but Greg might do it all manually
he won't even quantize it. It gives the music
more of that human touch," explains Mat.
Greg and Mat take a very serious
approach to their music and music in gen-
eral. They think about music "all the time."
"[The sounds of] life are really percussive,"
admits Mat. "I don't listen to music for the
sake of listening. I listen to figure it out, to ana-
lyze it. I really hone in on it." Greg's perspec-
tive differs slightly. "I try not to listen to music
that is too similar to what we do."
You can tell, when in the presence of
Greg and Mat, that their soon-to-be-com-
pleted album dominates their thoughts.
During the interview, they would get
into short discussions about some addition-
al work needed for individual tracks or
some sampling possibilites or perhaps some
new artwork (they do all of their own
design and graphical work, too) or acces-
sories to accompany the album.
"It's funny, because we meet in the mid-
dle for most of our tunes. Mat will send me
attachments in e-mails like 'check this out,
I got some great loops,— says Greg.
Oh yeah, these musicians play live, too.
"It's like we prepare two works [for each
song]," says Mat, while explaining about
the process of writing music for both the
album and the live show.
(I had a chance to listen to the People live last
19. o
(Jason Conniff photo.)
weekend at Bumstock. Here's how it went down)
By 
3:15, HeadphonePeople were
enlightening the curious crowd as
their eclectic blend of "Live
breakbeat jazz" penetrated the chilled
Saturday afternoon air.
On stage, these four local enter-
tainers expanded the musical continuum at
Bumstock field. The soulful vocals — com-
bined with the live keyboards, bass guitar,
turntable scratching and sampling —
formed into a liquid, rhythmical blend.
Unfortunately, the music would have
sounded better if the on-stage sound crew
had any idea about what they were doing.
Slag Your
tioliday Wifb,
1111Y UJear Your
Pajamas
[because
we are!]
a
epAinolhavt
ftel- a...401;",
Their ineptitude made it difficult to appre-
ciate the 'People's mix at times.
When the sound was on, the subliminal
sonic layers morphed into hip-hop flavored
tracks and spacey breakdowns — punctuated
by Jessica's crisp vocals and R.P.M.'s sharp cuts.
The group's rendition of "My Happy
Valentine" highlighted the detailed soundscape.
Another good tune, "Joe Goes," had people get-
ting into the subtleties and nuances of the music.
Despite the Sahara-esque dustclouds (not to men-
tion the tenacious winds driving them) and the
sound gorillas, the group of curious listeners were
nodding their heads in approval as the
HeadphonePeople were keeping things flowing.
g& a.
\6\ck tlarqdN, .
111
Featuriflq Our Outh Breakfast
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• Un-philosophy
Pointless ranting or deep thought? Probably both
By Terrance Brown
Maine Campus staff
I was laying in bed last night and I got
to thinking about all the crap that I've said
for the past year or so in the paper and I
got to thinking about how you're all prob-
ably a little bit dumber now that I've said
all of it, (yeah, yeah, I know that was a
round about quote from "Billy Madison"
but as long as I give it credit, right? ...).
I was just wondering if any of it had
sunk into anyone's head? I mean, it's not
like it was all so complex and com-
pelling and had so much depth to it that
you really needed it to sink anywhere,
but I don't know, maybe a couple of
things that I've said made a little sense to
a couple of you so I guess what I'm
thinking now is that maybe I'll write a
little recap of a couple of ideas.
Hmmm lemme think ... what have I
said ... well, I talked about masturbation
once. That pissed off some guy but that
was OK because by pissing off that guy I
got all sentimental and "wandering poet"
and shit like that and I took off on a road
trip which was also the idea to an article.
I wrote about (and made reference to
way too many times) smoking weed. That
was always interesting because God
knows how many of you out there do it,
(oh gosh, I shouldn't say that. Pot is such a
taboo topic, not to mention a gateway drug
and reason for all the evils in our world).
I wrote about falling in love, I wrote
about Smarties Candies, I wrote about
having a podium in my apartment (yeah,
you all really - I mean really - needed to
hear about some messed-up fantasy about
me having a friggin' podium).
I wrote about watching "Evil Dead 2"
way too many times. I wrote about dressing
up like a woman. I wrote about my pathetic
Christmas and how I watched "Say
Anything" all by myself. I wrote about e-
mail and compared e-mail to letters. I wrote
about how I was a paperboy in high school
and how I gave flag duty to a girl (I don't
think anyone really caught on to that one.
Granted, the piece sucked, but still, come
on! -I gave flag duty to a girl, doesn't a guy
get any credit for breaking boundaries?).
I wrote about hats (yeah, this one was
great. Probably the worst thing I've ever
written and it's the one that anyone who
remotely likes my work mentions to me
when we talk about Un-philosophy), I
wrote about sleeping patterns. I don't
know, I wrote about all kinds of shit.
So I wrote all kinds of stuff and now
that I think back to it, ya know, I really
didn't say a whole hell of a lot. I don't
know, it was a good time though. I'm
gonna do it next year, too. I'll probably
have a little more direction an, but I'm not
Open
your mina I You may learn something about yourself
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sure that I even want that.
But seriously, to all of you that really
enjoyed reading my rants: Thank You. I
mean, it wasn't like I was telling you any
news or anything like that, I was just talk-
ing and hopefully entertaining you all.
I mean, it's good to know that I'm not
the only freak out there that enjoys the
pointless little things that I say. I've heard
nothing but good things from people
about my column, and I'm happy that I've
made at least a couple of you out there at
least crack a smile or two.
But now the '98-'99 year's done and
I've finished my first year with The Maine
Campus. So tell me again, Terrance, what
the hell was the point to this whole Un-
philosophy krap?
Not too much. Just something to do to
take away that boredom I have late at
night and maybe take away some of that
boredom you guys have late at night
when you don't feel like reading the news
or anything intelligent like that but still
feel the need to look through the paper.
I don't know though, guys. I mean,
sometimes being dumb isn't all that bad of
a thing. I mean, it could be worse, right? I
could have chewed your ears off and actu-
ally tried to make you care about some-
thing, but I didn't. I just talked and talked
and talked and hoped that at least a couple
of you out there heard what I was saying,
which was, at least to me, nothing at all.
Burp from page 14
far all the feedback was positive. The issues
with administrators have not been resolved,
so we'll keep working on them," he said.
Speaking of police unnecessities, Mr.
Delisle, Dean of Music, told me a little
story about how Jesse Langlais, the banjo
player for the Lonesome Polecats was
thrust down on the ground and arrested
the night before his performance, for
standing up for his friend who was caught
carrying a water bottle into the field or as
Public Safety words it, "criminal trespass-
ing.- Uh, how can you criminal trespass
on a student field?
His roommate was also kicked out for
talking back to a cop for carrying his check-
book in his back pocket. Public Safety offi-
cers were everywhere and between that and
the fence one might have the feeling of
being just a little bit hemmed in.
Or as old vice president of Student
Government wrote to me so eloquently in
an e-mail,"I didn't like to be herded into
Bumstock like I was a sheep going to
slaughter. I thought the level of security
this year was extreme and it caused long
lines and hard feelings."
But Ryan Eslinger, Minister of
Administration, had another version to
tell. "I think that there was just barely
enough security at Bumstock this year.
The fact is, The Maine Campus and
most of the committee felt that there was
too much security this year. But ask any-
one of the people who got pulled out of
the mosh pit with broken legs how they
feel and I bet they would say the security
was just fine, if not enough.
Maybe so, maybe not. Who's to tell?
For the most part, people seemed pleased
with the outcome this year.
Nicholas Clements, Dean of Ethics,
summed it up best in a phone conversa-
tion yesterday when he said, "After all the
hard work, it was nice to see everybody
have a .00d time."
OR HOW ABOUT A FIVER FOR A USED TOOL?
Well, Garbage Version 2.0, and Tool AENIMA that is. But that's exactly what we'll pay you
when you send us your used CDs - up to $5 apiece. And these are only two of the CDs we'll slide you a Lincoln for. Check out
SecondSpin.com to view the rest of our Most Wanted List and see if you're looking to unload any of the titles we're
looking to buy. We've paid out over $2.5 million to customers already. That's no chump change.
Not ready to decrease the size of your collection yet? Then add to it from our vast catalogue of "previously enjoyed"
CDs, DVDs and Videos. You wanna sell, we buy. You wanna buy, we sell.
Second Spin.cor
The Internet's largest buyer and seller of used CDs, DVDs and Videos.
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W. hockey from page 20
evening, said after the game that neither
she nor her teammates paid too much
attention to the hecklers. That's probably
best for all concerned.
But anyway, some retaliation was des-
perately needed toward these punks. So
when Wolf bagged her hat trick late in the
third period, the inevitable chant was levied
at Colby netminder Josie Chapman:
"SIEVE!
"SIEVE!
"SIEVE!"
Another moment from last season that
stands out for me is Maine's first-ever
ECAC win, a 3-2 triumph over St.
Lawrence Dec. 5. Black Bear coach Rick
Filighera had looked like a dead man
walking after his team was stomped 3-0
the previous night. But just 24 hours later
he had the look of a man celebrating his
birthday. That's probably because he was.
He turned 31 that day.
"I can be real happy about this one," The
Rick exclaimed afterwards while grasping the
game puck. "We are loving life right now."
Maine had to work for this win. After
Wolf spotted the Bears an early 2-0 lead
with two quick goals the Saints fought
back with two of their own in the second.
But Maine's Kira Misikowetz stuffed a
loose puck into the net at 3:38 of the third
to give Maine the lead and the win.
"It was such a relief to win and actual-
ly be happy after the game," Maine for-
ward Angela Hill said in retrospect sever-
al weeks later. "So many of our games are
letdowns that we should have won."
On a personal note, I just want to say
that covering the exploits of the women's
hockey team the last two years was a
blast. And Coach, I want a front-row seat
when you raise that 2002 national. title
banner down the road. I'm gonna miss
covering hockey next year. Thanks, guys.
Swimming from page 19
For others, it was only the beginning
of a four-year career as a swimmer or
diver. The mixed emotions flooded the
room and left those watching wide-eyed.
Softball
Who can actually replace retiring
softball coach Janet Anderson?
Anderson has been at the university for
the past 33 years, in which she has been a
prominent figure in the lives of her players.
Anderson's coaching style reflects her
personality, her go-get-'em attitude and
play-to-have-fun policy. She has built her
team of Black Bears into one of the most
tight-knit teams at the university, believ-
ing strongly in a team compiled of
friends, family and relatives.
Have you ever been to a softball game?
When the women start to cheer on a
fellow teammate, the chant is echoed
throughout the crowd by family and
friends. And each teammate has someone
there to support her, so you can imagine
the crowd that partakes in such games.
When Anderson retires, she hopes to
remain a part of the team in the sense of
the Boost-Her club.
With the season winding down, and
only four more games left to win to make
it to the America East finals, the women
are trying hard not to think about a season
after this one without a coach of
Anderson's caliber.
When the Black Bears beat No. 1
Hofstra two weeks ago, one couldn't have
witnessed a prouder coach. The Bears
played one of the best defensive games
- full of action, suspense and great
plays. Anderson beamed, hugged her
women and stood there as if to say that
was one of the best moments of her life.
Classifieds
for rent
Old Tom. Modem 2-BR apartments. Heat+hot
wafer included. No pets 1 BR also ayal. 827-iz31
5 BR + 2 FULL BATH MODERN CLEAN, 
CLOSE, ALL UTILITIES, CABLE +2 MOVIE CH 
I EL, PRIVACY ASSURED $230. MO. EACH. 
827-6212 
Orono A,oartments. Efficiency a $203-$22CYmo. Al
evenses paid. 213r apt-$495 3 BR also avail. 827-
iz31
WHERE CAN YOU LIVE & CANOE, KAYAK,
SAILBOARD. SWIM OR ASH FROM YOUR 
FRONT COOR? 5 BR+ 2 FULL BATH 827-6212
CABLE+2 MOVIE CH..TELEPHONE,
WASHER/DRYER, ALL UTILITIES INCL.,
SAFE. CLOSE. MODERN, 5 BR+2 FULL
BATH 827-6212. 
UVE INDEPENDENT + SAVE MORE THAN
$2000.+ OVER DORM COSTS PER YEAR OR
$10,000 TOTAL FOR 5 BR+2 BATH 827-6212
OW TOWN 1 2 4 Br Apts Heat Hot water water
sewer No pets. 1 Br $375 2Br $435 4Br $750
I PAPP Cal 827-7404
5 BR42 FULL BATH TOWNHOUSE MODERN,
CLEAN, CLOSE HEAT, WATER SEWER,
TRASH & SNOW REMOVAL LAUNDRY,
PETS.227-6212 
LARGE 5 BEDROOM+2 FULL BATH-
ROOMS CLASOE TO CAMPUS. SAFE
QUIET AREA RENT SUMMER OR
LONGER 827-6212. 
For rent in June, 3&4 bedroom ads. Starting at
$6CO. 1/2 fluiI campus. Chem free. No pets.
866-3785
WHERE CAN YOU Sir ON YOUR FRONT
DECK & WATCH EAGLES & OSPREY FLY
OVER THE STILLWATER RIVER 827-6212. 
Orono. Washburn Flax 149 Park St Livery 2BR
townhouse. Heat water, sewer included. No pets.
SPc• Dela One Year leR;;''. $660. Cal 945-6955
Secure you apt/furnished im for next school year
1,2A Brms walking thence to carrpus 866-2816;
866-7888
5 BR +2 FULL BATH. CLOSE TO UM $950.MO.
HEAT. WATER SEWER TRASH & SNOW
INCL MAY, JUNE SEPT. RENTALS AVAIL 827-
6212 
classy 2 Barn ad Town Apt Lvngrril eat-in
kitchen, sun path, ful bath, at for storage.
Steve@827-8420
5 BR +2 FULL BATHROOMS-TOWN HOUSE
MODERN, LAUNDRY. SAFE QUIET AREA
$950.MO.INCLHEATWATERA-141327-6212 
OLD TOWN, furnished 1 BR apartment for
rent. Heat+electricity included. $415/mo +
sec. dep. 827-2592
Old Town 3BR w/dining m & porch. it floor, avail-
able 6/1. $650+ dep. 827-7946 or 537-3555
CABLE+2 MOVIE CHJELEPHONE, WASH-
ER/DRYER. ALL UTILITIES INCL, SAFE,
CLOSE MODERN, 5 BR+2 FULL BATH 827-
6212 
LIVE INDEPENDENT + SAVE MORE THAN
$2000.+ OVER DORM COSTS PER YEAR OR
$10,000 TOTAL FOR 5 BR+2 BATH 827-6212 
3+5BR apt for rent May 1 year tense al utilities paid
w/d cishwasher snowplowng, cal 989-3452
LARGE 5 BEDROOM-12 FULL BATHROOMS
CLASOE TO CAMPUS. SAFE QUIET AREA
RENT SUMMER OR LONGER.-827-6212 
5BR+2 full baths, washer/dryer, cable+2
movie chs+telephone + all utilities incl.
$11 50/mo. 827-6212
ROLLERBLADE, BIKE, CANOE, KAYAK
SKATEBOARD TO CLASS. 1 ML TO CAMPUS
SUMMER ROOMS & APTS AVAIL 827-6212 
ORONO - apts for summer or fall. No
pets. 866-2516
Rooms for rent ciU  run Carpus. $220- 275.
Call 866-7712
Orono apt for summer June- August 2 big bckms.
co river. walking distance to campus. $450. e€6-
9500.
Old Town 1 br avai nonsmoking apt heat & hot
water incl bus rt great qudy place parking $385
lease 827-4561.
Old Town-3 bedroom apartment. Nice,
clean, paid heat and water. Back yard.
$600/month. 827-9468
SUMMER + LONGER ROOMS FOR RENT IN
MODERN. CLEAN APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS
LG.RM. $250. SM. RM. $200. 827-6212 
ROLLERBLADE, BIKE. CANOE. KAYAK,
SKATEBOARD TO CLASS. 1 MI. TO CAM-
PUS. SUMMER ROOMS & APTS AVAIL.
827-6212. 
misc
White Water Raft Guides lime S running out!! May
trainig course on Penobscot and Kennebec rivers.
Full lime and weekend work available. No even-
ence necessary. Call Doug @ 207-663-4466
TIBETAN ROLLERBLADING. ROLLERBLADE
THE MOUNTAINS, WOODS, PATHS, HIGH-
WAYS, INTERSTAES OF MAINE. 827-6212 
TIBETAN ROLLERBALDING. REGULAR OFF
ROAD/ON ROAD SESSIONS. NO
RULES/FIULESTHE SFAFJDANGEROUS WAY
827-6212 
Feeling bnehf? Friends help sometimes; Family S nct
always there? Yar heavenly Father knows Mat you
need. Ask Hi-n.
Gcb created you. God loves you. God warts you as a
friend former.
Trod of being fake? God knows the real you. Talc to
1-f'n about L
Get off the fence. It pokes you in an atecorning place.
5 BEDROOM +2 FULL BATHROOM TOWN-
HOUSE CLOSE TO UM. MODERN, CLEAN,
NEWLY, RENOVATED. DECKS FT. &REAR
TAI-LEVEL RIVER ACCESS. SAFE NEIGH-
BORHOOD. ONE BLOCK TO TENNIS
COURTS, BALLRELD, AND POST OFFICE
PRIVACY ASSURED. LAUNDRY. RENT $950.
MO OR $190, EACH. HEAT, WATER, SNOW &
TRASH & MORE INCL FOR MORE INFOR-
MATION _827-6212
Orono apt for summer June- August, 2 big
bdrms on river, walking distance to cam-
pus. $450 866-4500.
5 BEDROOM +2 FULL BATHROOMS, WASH-
ER/DRYER, CABLE +2 MOVIE CH+TELE-
PHONE+ ALL UTIUTIES INCL $1150.M0 827-
6212
5 BEDROOM +2 FULL BATHROOM
TOWNHOUSE. CLOSE TO UM. MOD-
ERN, CLEAN, NEWLY, RENOVATED.
DECKS FT. &REAR. TRI-LEVEL.
RIVER ACCESS. SAFE NEIGHBOR-
HOOD. ONE BLOCK TO TENNIS
COURTS, BALLFIELD, AND POST
OFFICE. PRIVACY ASSURED. LAUN-
DRY. RENT $950. MO OR $190, EACH.
HEAT, WATER, SNOW & TRASH &
MORE INCL. FOR MORE INFORMA-
TION ....827-6212
5 BR + 2 FULL BATH MODERN, CLEAN, 
CLOSE, ALL UTILITIES, CABLE +2 MOVIE CH.,.
TEL PRIVACY ASSURED UM. MO. EACH. 
827-6212 
WHERE CAN YOU UVE & CANOE KAYAK,
SAILBOARD, SWIM OR FISH FROM YOUR
FRONT DOOR? 5E113+2 FULL BATH 827-6212
513R+2 FULL BATH TOWNHOUSE MODERN,
CLEAN, CLOSE HEAT, WATER, SEWER,
TRASH & SNOW REMOVAL LAUNDRY,
PETS..827-€212 
5 BEDROOM +2 FULL BATHROOMS, WASH-
ER/DRYER, CABLE +2 MOVIE CH+TELE-
PHONE+ ALL UTIUTIES INCL $1150.M0 e27-
6212
New Prof. seeks 3 (c(4) bdrm rental hcuse w12 car
garage starting 51 or 7/1/99. Laurie: osherlau-
epa.gov 510-243-0672.
WHERE CAN YOU Sir ON YOUR FRONT
DECK & WATCH EAGLES & OSPREY FLY
OVER THE STILLWATER RIVER 827-6212. 
5 BR +2 FULL BATHROOMS-TOWN HOUSE
MODERN. LAUNDRY, SAFE. QUIET AREA.
$950.MOINCLHEAT,VVATER4-H827-6212 
Think you are rebellious? Try Jesus. Call
1-800-236-9238.
Bumstock weekend good? Keep high- ask Christ to be
with you. Cal 1-8C0-226-9238 for spiritual carsefng.
Wart someone to pray for yoti? Cal 827-r J&. We
guarantee to pray.
for sale
Books for Sale. Very interesting. Write Romance
101, 502 Scholar Ct. Edgewood, MD21040
Apt sale 38 Pine St. Orono ME May 1 at 12 noon
affordable art
help wanted
SPORTS! FUN! MONEY! Counselors needed to
teach all land/water sports. 888-844-8080. Apply
www.campcedardcm
SUMMER IN MAINE coed, residential camp in
Southern Lakes Region seeks general oounseiors,
office support staff and specialty counselors in the fd-
lovving areas: WSI2s, ifeguands, waterskiing, boating,
photography arts&crafts, tennis, general athletics.
Camp edassion:6/21-8/22ther info, contact Ava
Goldman, Director JCC Camp Nngswood, 333
Nahanton St, Newton, MA 02459, 617-244-5124, or
email info @ kingswood.og
Sublet needed, Orono- walk to campus
malefernale to share 3 bdrrn 200+ ale price neg.
Call Brad 866-3220
SUMMER + LONGER ROOMS FOR RENT IN 
MODERN, CLEAN APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS
LG.RM. $250. SM. RM. $200. 827-6212 
5 BR + 2 FULL BATH. CLOSE TO UM 
$950.MO. HEAT. WATER. SEWER. TRASH 
& SNOW INCL. MAY. JUNE, SEPT,
RENTALS AVAIL 827-6212. 
ORTIO 2 BR apartment across flan campus on
Park St htihw included June to May lease cal Lou
866-4487
WHITEWATER RAFT GUIDES
May trailing. For applbation please call AoVenture
Bound (207)672-4300.
Summer sublet 319N Main Old Town w/ 2
guys. May 15 til Aug. $235/month util includ-
ed. 581-8557
Summer job, could make rio to $250.03 per week,
with taking a class. Could Lead to Full-Time Position.
Personal assistant for a recent graduate of UMaine.
No experience needed!!! Call Bill Picard at 581-7170
as soon as you can for more information, ancVor lock
up my dated web page about the summer jcb at
»http://www.umcs.maine.edu/-captainp/person-
al assistant job.himll« I am also on FirstClass:
Wiliam Picard
pir
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Black Bear tailback Ben Christopher outshined UNH's Jerry Azumah in October.
(file photo.) 
Field hockey from page 20
pride in the fact that I saw them early on
and spread the word about one of the bet-
ter-kept secrets on campus.
I will never forget sitting on those
uncomfortable wooden bleachers at
Lengyel or the metal ones at Morse Field,
which aren't much better.
I won't forget covering games in the
rain with a freezing cold wind when your
pen doesn't work and nothing you write
down is legible.
The players and coaches, though,
were the reason covering the team was
so much fun.
Then there is the flipside of the coin —
women's basketball. Whereas field hock-
ey's coverage is minimal at best, every-
one covers the UMaine women from
Presque Isle to Sanford.
Of course, this is all due to Cindy
Blodgett and the memories she provided me
and a lot of other people with: the America
East title game with Vermont, the win over
Western Kentucky, the 30-point blowouts
where she would just take over and make
the rest of the conference look silly.
But there were the interviews where I
felt I was pulling teeth, intruding on her
time and being a pain in the ass all at the
same time — and she made sure you knew it.
That doubles for coach Joanne
Palombo-McCallie, as well, who isn't the
most media-friendly coach in the world.
There, I said it. I have been waiting to
let that go for almost three years.
Not that she isn't a nice person,
because she is. Whenever I do get the
chance to talk to her (rare as it is other
than following games), Palombo is affable
and very well-spoken, but seems to hold
back a tad when talking about her team.
The most spontaneity I have heard
come out of her mouth was following a
late-season win over Hartford, where she
sent out a few choice comments toward
their coach.
That's what I would like to see more
of. Give us some dirt and we'll make you
a superstar.
For any writer, being able to get good
quotes out of athletes and coaches is
imperative and for writers on a college
paper, that isn't always easy to do.
We aren't paid professionals like the
Bangor Daily News or Portland Press
Herald. They get call-backs and scoops
from coaches ... I don't.
That seems to be the way it is with a
lot of coaches of the bigger programs at
Maine — hockey, football, women's bas-
ketball, etc. Their time is usually owned
by someone else, but how hard is it to
give five minutes to a campus reporter,
who represents the very school you go to?
That brings me to baseball coach Paul
Kostacopolous, one of the best interviews
and people I have ever talked to. He is
honest, a nice guy and returns calls!!!!
It is rare when somone has those qual-
ities and is also the coach of a Division I
program. Often, it seems like the coach
has to act as a guard against the media
intruders as if we are there to destroy and
pick apart the team.
No, we are just doing our job.
Moving along to different beats next
season will bring major adjusments.
There are new coaches to get used to, new
routines and new players. It should be
fun, but would be more difficult if not for
the lessons I learned in my first few beats.
Latahz.
Friday, April 30, 1999
Take a break from studying for finals and join
the students, faculty, and staff at the University of
Maine's Witter Teaching and Research Farm for
Optn 110U8t
When: Saturday, May 1, 1999
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Where: Witter Research and Teaching
Farm (1 1/2 miles from campus
off College Avenue)
special events include student horse
demonstration at 9 a.m., Royale Livestock
show at 11 a.m., and horse vaulting and riding
demonstration at 1:00 p.m. There will be a
bake sale to benefit student programs at the
Farm.
• Football
It wasn't meant to be
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
It started out fine for University of Maine
football coach Jack Cosgrove, but the season
ended on a much different spectrum.
With the opening of the new Alfond
Stadium, coupled with a strong senior class,
the Black Bears were in a position to make
some noise in the Atlantic 10, but then came
Rhode Island. Wait, Rhode Island?
Here is a look at some of the more
memorable games the Black Bears played
in their 1998 6-5 campaign.
September 12
Oh, what an opening night. With the
newly-erected Alfond Stadium ready to
go, the Black Bears pounded rival New
Hampshire under the lights 52-28. UNH
tailback Jerry Azumah garnered all the
attention coming into the game, but it was
Maine tailback Ben Christopher who
stole the show. Christopher gained 110
yards and two touchdowns to pace the
Maine attack. Quarterback Mickey Fein
completed 16 of his 31 passing attempts
and finished with 215 yards.
"On the field and in the stands you could
feel the whole thing," Cosgrove said fol-
lowing the game on the 9,000-plus crowd
that flocked to Alfond Stadium. "I was real
pleased with how we ran the football."
Furthermore, Christopher admitted
that the attention Azumah received pro-
vided extra motivation on judgment night.
"It was a one-on-one battle between
myself, Bert [Rich] and Jerry Azumah,"
he said. "We wanted to save face a little
bit and prove that there is more than one
back in the'league."
October 3
For one week, they stood larger than
life. In what was dubbed the biggest win in
program history, the Black Bears shredded
perennial powerhouse Villanova 44-10,
scoring 27 points in the third quarter to put
the game away. Fein played perhaps the
game of his life, throwing for six touch-
downs and 313 yards in the afternoon.
The win, Maine's third consecutive to
open the season, put Orono and football on
the same map — for the time being anyway.
Ocotber 10
The perfect example of a letdown is
illustrated. One week after pummeling
Villanova, the Bears fell 18-17 to lowly
Rhode Island in a game they would never
recover from. Matt Walker nailed a 33-
yard field goal with nine seconds left in
the game to give the Rams the win.
"It wasn't like a big moment," Walker
would say.. "It's something I've done a
100 times in practice. The blocking was
great, and all I had to do was the easy
part." Fein completed just 17 of his 37
passes for 204 yards in the loss.
Men's Hockey from page 20
unbelievable 2-1 win before a modest
crowd at Conte Forum.
Michaud stopped 38 of the 39 Eagle
shots he faced.
Following the game, Maine coach
Shawn Walsh mentioned the words
Anaheim, BC and Maine all in the same
sentence. A classic tale of forshadowing?
Who knows ...
February 7
It was on this night that Walsh knew
his team could be dangerous in the
national tournament. With first place in
Hockey East up for grabs, the Black
Bears played one of their best games of
the season in a spirited 4-3 victory over
arch rival UNH in Alfond. The UMaine
students played a larger role in the game
than what many realize now.
They packed the building almost an hour
before the opening faceoff and taunted UNH
and its players almost every shift. Maine
built a 3-1 lead and looked to walk away
with an old-fashioned Wildcat pounding, but
New Hampshire evened the score at three on
goals by Steve O'Brien and Jason Krog.
However, Dan Kerluke sealed the win
a minute into the third period when he
tipped a shot over the shoulder of UNH
goalie Ty Conklin. Holding on to a 4-3
lead, Maine didn't look back and shut the
Wildcats down.
February 20
It's why the BU Terriers are still a dan-
gerous rival to Maine. After getting blown
out the night before, BU stole one from
Maine the following evening, 4-1. Carl
Corazzini pitched in with a hat trick and
left the Black Bears knowing full well
that no matter the circumstances (BU was
hovering around the .500 mark at the
time), the Terriers can play with them.
"I think we might have caught Maine
back a little bit," Parker said following the
game, "because they beat us so easily [the
night before] they didn't come quite as
hard as we would've expected them to."
Said Maine captain Steve Kariya,
"They outplayed us. It was a poor per-
formance by us."
OHI
Celebrating our 20th year
DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS
Apply to join our team of Direct support professionals, who provide
assistance to adults and children with disabilities in the Bangor area.
OHI offers opportunities for ybu to gain experience by assisting a vari-
ety of people with disabilities and by providing opportunities for
advancement within our organization. OHI also offers an extensive,
paid training program, paid time off, paid holidays and a retirement
plan! Full time, part time, 2 1/2 day live-in and flexible, on-call posi-
tions are open, as we continue to expand our services to people with
disabilities. Must have a minimum of a high school diploma/GED and
a valid Maine driver's license. For more information, please call us at
(207)848-5804 ext 155 or complete an application at 2B Freedom
Parkway, Hermon, Maine 04401. Our e-mail address is OHIFAMI-
LY@AOLCOM. TDD (207)848-9829. OHI is an Equal Employment
Opportunity Employer. OHI is accredited by CARF for its Residential
and selected Employment Services.
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Allen Ledbetter (left) remained one of the classiest athletes here at Maine.
(file photo.) 
• Swimming
Thug dives away
By Heather Day
Maine Campus staff
The 1998-1999 school year marked a
"Best of Show" for every athletic team at the
University of Maine. Each team was not
only compiled of some of the most dedicat-
ed and talented athletes to grace the univer-
sity, but the efforts and result of those efforts
truly made this year a memorable one.
The weekend of February 19-21,
marked the America East finals for the
UMaine men's and women's swimming
and diving teams. This meet invoked
chaos, school spirit and some of the best
team loyalty witnessed this season. If you
missed it, it's truly a shame.
Competing against teams such as
University of New Hampshire,
Norheastern, Delaware and Boston
University, the Black Bears stood up
exceptionally well to the powerhouses of
the water world.
Having the home-pool advantage, the
Bears protected Wallace Pool with the
help of Bananas, friends and family and,
most importantly, team pride. The entire
atmosphere inside the pool area was full
SKEETER 'S
Redemption Center
614 Stillvidlur Avenue Did Town
HdIfw]V or cween Ocniaid's g
Open 7 Days a Week
Fast, Friendly Service$25 Weekly Door Prize
S&H Green Stamps
Clean, Modern Facility
Bottle Drives Welcome
Free Commercial Pickup Available
1 0
0 BONUS '"" UM
0 STUDENT ID
M—F 8e30-5c30 S &Se 636430 627-1 6
of energy and complete craziness, and
these emotions spread through the crowd
like a fire out of control.
For the seniors, the America East finals
were the best way to end a four-year reign
as a college athlete. The team swam hare,
played hard, but had fun at the same time.
Tears of sorrow and joy mingled together
as the teams hugged and embraced each
other, some for the last time.
But the best part of that weekend was
witnessing the levels of emotion that sur-
faced among teams and athletes. For
many, that weekend was the only thing
left to label them an athlete at UMaine.
See SWIM on page 17
• Basketball
Falcon's swan song
By Jay Baltes
Maine Campus staff
OK, so now it's my turn.
This has undoubtedly been the best
sports year ever in my four years here,
and one would be hard pressed to find a
better year in the annals of University of
Maine history.
Women's basketball winning an
NCAA tournament game. Women's hock-
ey enjoying its first season in D-1. Men's
hockey. Softball absolutely crushing the
school home-run record. Football having
a winning season. Men's b-ball engineer-
ing the best turnaround in the last 15
years of America East action. What more
can the Black Bears ask for?
It makes me think back to words of
wisdom I received from longtime friend
Jim Davis before applying for this job.
Perhaps some of you who actually
look at the name above the stories will
remember Davis as the writer who had
my beat (men's soccer, men's basketball,
track) last year and has since moved on.
He told me that men's basketball would
be the "beat of the year" this season.
He was right, sort of. Hockey took
home the Oscar of course, but ya know.
It was truly a pleasure to follow a team
so clearly on its way to great things. The
dark horse becoming a favorite before our
eyes. That's what Jimmy was getting at,
and he couldn't have been more right.
Two games I'll remember when I'm dod-
dering off into senility will be...
January 27: Vermont comes out of the
gate to open up a 30-10 lead. The Bears
scratch and claw back to put the game
into overtime. With the score tied 72-72
and the crowd chanting down the last sec-
onds of overtime, Andy Bedard pulls up
and hits the J at the buzzer. Moments like
this are the reason why sports are big
business.
February 6: Men's hoop breaks its
attendance record in a drubbing over
Boston University. My freshman year I
went to parties at Washburn that had a
better attendance record than men's b-
ball. It has to be gratifying in some way
for anyone involved with the team to look
up at a crowd of nearly 5,000 people.
Now, if the cheerleaders had only shown
up that day it almost would have felt like
a big-time school.
Last, but not least, what stands out
about this team is the professionalism
with which it deals with media. I'm a
complete peon in the large picture of who
John Giannini has to answer to, yet he
always treated me with the utmost respect
and honesty.
I am aware that some coaches don't
take The Maine Campus seriously, such
as not making a point to return phone
calls and such.
I always got called back, promptly I
might add, and when the likes of ESPN
and Sports Illustrated are trying to get the
scoop on the Southwest Missouri State
offer, I still felt free to stop by the office
and see what was up. The ability to per-
form a high pressure job while dealing
patiently with the watchdogs takes class.
Now to the flip side of my duties this
year, namely soccer and track with a side
dish of swimming and softball. These are
the teams that generally appreciate what-
ever coverage they can get, essentially
because they bring in little or no money
into the system. As a sports writer you
notice these little things, like the fat line
drawn between the sports that sell 50-50
tickets and the ones that don't.
If the athletic department needs to
hoodwink a men's team to comply with
Title IX gender-equality restrictions, who
do you think they screw, football or golf?
It's not even something that is done sub-
tly. Men's soccer, for instance, needs 22
people to even have a full scrimmage.
It now has a cap of 20. Imagine the
basketball team being limited to eight
members and that's basically what coach
Scott Atherley has to work with. With
women's volleyball on deck, things are
going to get worse before they get better
for the scrap teams.
That goes for coverage as well.
As of today there is only one sports-
writer at the Campus for next year, so
women's hockey can kiss their Dave Bailey
features good-bye and the track team can
look forward to one story a semester.
By the way, men's basketball will be
the "beat of the year" next winter. Peace.
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• Sports
A look back: The highs and lows of 1998-99
Steve Kariya came close to winning the Hobey Baker award this
year in helping Maine win the title. (Jason Canniff photo.) 
• Field hockey
It's unforgettable
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff
In three years at Maine, I have
covered almost every varsity sport
here — most of them women's, like
basketball and field hockey.
Next year, I move on to foot-
ball and hockey in an effort to
diversify my background when
it comes time to venture onto
the other side.
But it is with a tinge of sad-
ness that I won't be covering
either field hockey or women's
basketball next year. When you
spend three years with the same
coaches and a lot of the same
players, you kind of get used to
a routine and familiar faces.
I basically grew up with both
teams and in my freshmen year,
I fell in love with field hockey.
I had never seen a game
before, and dreaded my first
contest at the team's old loca-
tion at Lengyel Field. However,
as time went by and the players
and coaches answered my many
questions about the sport, it
started to grow on me.
I admit I felt a little excited
when Maine got to play its first
game on the artificial surface
this season, since that is all they
had been talking about for years.
With the turf, Maine is in a
position to become a big-time
national program and I can take
See FIELD HOCKEY on
page 18
INSIDE SPORTS
We love you, Falcon. PAGE 19
Not quite enuff. PAGE 18
The rest of the story. PAGE 17
• Men's hockey
Piecing the title together
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
Forget about Anaheim for a
minute. I know, I know, but just
give it a shot.
The University of Maine
men's hockey team captured its
second national title of the
1990s and in the process played
in games that backed up the
existence and purpose of the
VCR.
By now, everyone knows of,
or at least heard about, the Black
Bears' improbable and flawless
run through the NCAA
Tournament, where they draped
themselves in championship
robes of glory.
Boston College and New
Hampshire. Overtime. Bobby
Stewart and Marcus
Gustafsson. Is there any more
that needs to be said?
Well, maybe, but there were
other games along the way that
helped the Bears pave the road
to Anaheim — the site of this
year's Frozen Four.
January 5
After coming off a trip to the
Rockies, where they defeated
Denver and tied Colorado
College, the Black Bears skated
into hostile Walter Brown Arena
— home of the Boston University
Terriers.
Playing its third game in four
days, Maine dumped the
Terriers in a game where the
vocal and energized Terrier fans
left in disbelief.
"I can't believe this shit,"
one fan said right outside of the
arena following BU's 4-3 loss
to Maine.
Neither could a lot of folks.
In a building known to haunt
them, the Black Bears built a
three-goal lead and then held on
as ,the Terriers stormed back
behind a gutsy performance by
their underachieving team. But
it wasn't meant to be, and Maine
escaped with the pulsating win.
January 8
How do you follow up a win
at BU? Two words: Alfie
Michaud. Maine, playing the
BC Eagles at Chestnut Hill,
proved the old adage being the
better team on any particular
night sometimes doesn't matter.
With the game even at one,
Barrett Heisten scored his first
collegiate goal with a little more
than three minutes remaining in
the third to lead Maine to an
See MEN'S HOCKEY on
page 18
• Women's hockey
A tribute to women's hockey
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
During my time as the
women's hockey beat writer I
was privileged enough to cover
one road game, a clash in
Waterville against the dreadful
Colby White Mules (they were
0-26 in 1998-99) the night
before the Super Bowl.
In the other Alfond there was
a table in a side room dying of
loneliness, so my partner-in-
crime and I decided to grace it
with a few copies of The Maine
Campus and a little sign: "Why
read The Colby Echo [the Colby
student newspaper]?" Later on
we heard some Colby people
griping about that one.
We then settled down to
watch the game, only to discover
we were seated not far from
some less-than-cordial White
Mule fans clad in North Face
jackets (figures, huh?). These
brats, who have probably never
worked a day in their lives yet
will likely each be handed a
$50,000-a-year job upon gradua-
tion, began shouting at the Maine
players, fouling the air with such
epithets as "You're ugly" and
"You're no good." They even
played the dreaded entitlement
card: "You'll be working for me
in two years!" Sigh.
Freshman phenom Raffi
Wolf, who netted a hat trick that
See W.HOCKEY on page 17
rfitt
As if he needed any more awards. Steve Kariya, a
senior captain of the University of Maine hockey team, is
this year's recipient of The Maine Campus Athlete of the
Year award. The award covers all varsity sports at Maine
from the 1998-99 season.
Kariya picked up 65 points in 41 games this season
and helped the Black Bears win the national title. It
marked the third consecutive year Kariya picked up 50
points or more. Following the season, the resident of
North Vancouver, British Columbia, signed a profession-
al contract with the Vancouver Canucks.
Other Black Bears who received consideration: Allen
Ledbetter (men's basketball), Jamie Cassidy (women's
basketball), Drew O'Connor (football), Susie Herrick
(swimming), Raffi Wolf (women's hockey).
